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INTRODUCTION

Everybody is conscious that reading is the factor which raises the culture of

a person. It is important to compreheid what we are reading since this ac-

tivity can modify the norms of behavior of a citizen.

The modern means of communicatjon which mankind has are insufficient to

raise the índex of a society, consequently it is necessary to appeal to the

books, newspapers, magazines, bulletins, articles means which wil help us

to decípher the unknown iorld

For these brief reasons, the teacher should teach to read to his stu-

dents, to prornote the habit of reading, but tbe success of this rneans is in

cornprehending what is written, to interpret the writer' s. thought, therefore

ttre is indirectly a dialogue, a silent communícatíon beteen the wríter and

the reáder.

In the teaching-learning process in the Curriculum ís the teaching of
Englísh as a foreign language. In our native language, the teacher teaches

us to read in the leveis of educatión. In the Elernentary and in Secondary;

in other words1, he gives us the means to learn the other subjects.

In the Secondary School, the Authorities through the corresponding Cur-

riculum have taught English as a foreign language in two periods weékly.

The learning of English Language implies the developrnent of sorne skills

as vwiting, reading, etc. The teacher dedícates generafly a good percentage

of hís work to teach writing as grammatical structures, vocabulary and less

time to teach reading, it does not mean repetítion of graphemes, but, that

which 1 have called reading comprehension, where the reader knows to do,
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comprehending the message sent by the writér.

Taking into account, these factors, and my Pnrk as an English Teacher

for several years, 1 have taught looking for new formulas, new resources,

new techniques to teach reading comprehensión.

1 have looked for.naterial, not boring, but exercises where the student

feels pleasure in the developrnent of it.

WiLth these antecedents, and for alleviating in part the multiple dif-

ficulties of the students when they are in front of a reading. 1 have out-

líned the theme about the validity of sorne Reading Techniques to get a better

performance in the comprehension of reading.

To prove the efficiency, 1 selected five READING TECHNIQUES. 1 choose

tie fifth course of the High School "La Dolorosa ly , where 1 work for doing

the experirnent 1 taught reading comprehension applying the five techniques

teaching during three classes each technique in the group named of experimen-

tation.

With the group named of Control, 1 taught reading comprehension with

the traditional system, the sanie rnaterials, the saine number of classes, etc.

To develop this vnrk some objectives ere proposed among the follodngs:

To prove the effectj.veness of the Reading Techniques in teaching reading

comprehension.

To demonstrate that the variety of exercises that these techriiques have,

allow the classes to be more enjoyable.

To demonstrate that the traditional system for teaching reading coiriprehen-:

sion does not show positive results.
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To do this irk, 1 have employed the inductive-deductive and experimen-

tal metl-td, and as a technique, the observation was used. This theme has

the following hypothesis: The defficient ability of the students of the

fifth course of the High School "La Dolorosa" of the Loja city to read and

comprehend what they read in English is due to the lack of the application

of reading techniqués. Consequently the traditional system which vas applied

does not give positive results.

The work is divided in four parts:

The first part includes theoretical considerations about reading, íts dif-

ferent stages, the importance of the reading, its methods, techniques, étc.

The second part is related with the description and the analysis of the

elements of the research; the students, their characteristics, the exper-

imental and control group, the description of the experiment, the material

employed in the experimental and control group, the daily class plans; it.

is the application of the experiment.

The third part was directed to the analysis of the data of the research,

it is a statistical analysis of the results(grades) obtained by the stu-

dents.

The fourth part is directed to the verification of the hypothesis, analysing

the results obtained-in the experimental and in the control groüp. Because

this irk is about experimentation it has statistical chax'ts, the conclu-

sions extracted after applying the method of the sum of the differences be-

tween means.

This work has as principal objective to prove which of the systems of

wrk is more profitable to achieve a better understanding of reading compre-

hensión.

Fiúaliy, 1 need to clarif y that these five reading tecbniques are not
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the un.que to teach reading comprehension because there are others that can

be valid as



CHAPTER 1

TI-IEORETICAL COISIDERATION OF READING COMPREHENSION

1.1, WHAT IS READING?

Kenneth Goodman offers this definitíon: "Reading.is  a selective process.

It involves partíal use of available mínímal language cues from percep-

tual input on the basis of the reader's expectatiOn, As this partial

information is processed, tentative decisions are made to be confirmed,

rejected, or refined as reading process."

According to anotber definition of Goodmari, an effícierit reader is

one who decodes, analizes, understands-directly from the graphic sigTlals

on the pririted page, extracting lexical, structural and cultural ineaning

from those syintols. The proficient or native reader uses tbree kinds of

information to wrk out the several meaning of what s/ he reads.

GRAPHOPHONIC = sound/ symbol relationship.

SYNTACTIC	 = grammatical relationship, and

SEMANTIC	 = experience and concept

Robert Lado, when explaining "What is reading,' t gives this definí-

tion: "To read is to grasp language patterns from their written represen-

tation. In a second language, reading ís usually taught to students 'who

are already literate in the source language."

Reading is the attaining of ineaning as a result of the inter play

beten perception of graphíc syn-ibols that represent language and the

-	 Tneinory traces of the reader' s past verbal and non-verbal experiences.

Reading is an active process in which the reader is trying to make

sense of the written or printed message. The meaning is obtained from

the graphic symbois of language (objectíve element). Both elements are

in directinterrelation and they create the meaning.

The nature of reading varíes with the skill of the reader, his pur-
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pose and the cbaracteristics of the text. Reading maintains an intimate

relation with the 'written, and so ends all the cycle of language: listen-

ing, speaking, reading and writing. One who reads seeks a treasure

within the pages of a book and he finds a pleasure similar to that of

having a friend. The man's best friend is not a dog, but a book.

"Reading is a long distance d±scussion beten the reader and an

author.. there is an essential interaction between language and the

thought in reading... the wríter encodes thought as language, and the

reader decodes language to thought."(l)

"Reading is.. not a reaction to a text, but an interaction be-

t'een writer and reader mediated through the text 4 . reading effíciençy

is a matter of how effective a discourse the reader can create from the

text, either in terms of rapport with the writer or in the terms of.his

purpose in engaging in the discourse in the first place." (2)

Different people use the term reading in different .ays, and much

cónfusion can arise from consequent inisunderstandings. 1 think that

reading can be defined using the foliowing word groups: understand, iii-

terpret meaning, sense; decode, decipher, identify meaning, sense, etc.;

articulate, speak, pronounce, etc.

Finahly, reading would be defined as:

-Getting a message from a text,

-Extractión of ineaning fr'om writing,

-Decoding the message it contains,

-Pronounce the graphic symbois correctly,

-Understand the communication beteen the sender and the receiver,.

1 Enghish Teaching Forum: A Forum Anthology, 1979 - 19834

2. A Forum Anthology: English Teaching Forum, p. 126, taken from Widdowson,

19794
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Reading is an interaction between the writer and reader through the

text o (Figure one and two)

FI'

nnrndinn	 _d___

Figure NQ 1

MEAN ING	 JEXT

CFR:EADER

Figure NQ 2

1 02. THE STAGES OF THE READING PROCESS

Reading as an active psycholinguistic •process with complex skills and a

great number of psychological, physical, and social elements presents

a process with physical and physiological factors employing specific

mental abilities and eye movernents, and sense factors According to

this, the stages of the reading process are explained in thelogical
steps, for the sake of clarfty and in a sequence that seems appropriate

to the reading materials and to the students' needs

The ffrst stage is Pre-reading or skimxning which gives the reader

a map of wI-a-t's ahead, so that when the reader reads thoroughly he can



go faster because he knows the general framework irito which the details

f it. In other words, 1 am glacing rapidly through a text to determine

its gist.

1.2.1. Methods of Skirnming

-Prev iew

-Overview

-Survey

By previewing, the student can find out whether the ixok or arti-

cies is written by a specialist in a certain field and whether it

contains the informat.on he is seeking.

In overv-íewing, the student can discover the pi.pose and

scope of the material, and can find sections that are of speciai

interest to him. Overviewing also provides an advance spling of

the hook's style and content. This sampling makes it easier in

subsequent through readings to maintain the most efficient speed,

that is, the highest speed at which you can obtain the desired

degree of comprehensíón

Through a survey, the student will get the general idea of

wlat the material contains, because it makes clear to the reader

the author's ov.erall point of view arid conclusions and helps the

reader to read the wvrk more critícally during a through reading.

Skimming is, then, the skill that helps the student read

quickly and selectively in order to obtain a general idea of the

material.

1.2.2. Scanning

Scanning helps the student search quickly for the specific infor-

mation he wishes to get from the material, such as finding the
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meaning of a word in a dictioriary; finding the heading under which

required information appears in an índex; finding statistical infor-

mation in tables, charts, or graphs; and finding the answers to

cer-tain questions from a texto As readers run their eyes rapidly

over the material, total meaning is not absorbed.

Practice in scanning is best provided by using tl-ie kinds of

material (texts, reference books,.newspapers, telephone books) in

which information normally occurs.

1.2.2.1. Procedure for scanning

a. Keep in mmd only the specifíc information to be lo-

cated_

b. Decide which clues will help to find the required in-

-	 formation

c. Maye your eyes as quíckly as possible down the page

to find the clues

d. Read the section contaíning the clues to get the in,

formation needéd..

In this technique the student is traíned to think of clues

to help him find the specífic information. These clues

may be a word or words, punctuation, alphabetical arder,

numbers, etc. The students are also trained to ma ye their

eyes rapídly,looking only for the clues, in order to

obtain the information quickly. It requires a great deal

of practice to develop scanning skíll; therefore, the

student is encouraged to use this tecbnique randomly

throughout the program. Thís technique is callenging to

the student arid helps to alleviate boredom duríng the

class.
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1,3, COMPREHENSIVE READING

Within the stages of the Reading Process for Comprehensive Reading, a

combination of various types of knowledge and techn±ques must be ac-

quired and practiced by the students:

- Vocabulary recognit ion

- Sentence comprehension

- Paragraph analysis

- Interpretation of ilustration

The crucial problem fox' the reader is to determine the meaning of

a word, and thus be able to understand what he is reading. To help hirn

come with this problem, we teach the reader(student) three useful tech-

niques:

a,.To check the meaning of tbe word in a dictionary.

b,.To interpretthe ineaning by word analysis. The student is taught to

break down words into small elements: stem, prefix, andsuffix.

c. The last technique is to guess tte meaning of tbe word from tte context

by using tbe context clues. The student is taught to find the clues:

the context may give sorne definition or contrasting statement that the

student can use to discover the meaning of the unfamiliar word; ox' the

context may describe a situation that will enable the student to use

experience or imagination to guess the meaning of the mrd; or the

students may be able to infer the meaning from the contekt.

1.3,1. Sentence Comprehension

The stages for developing the understanding of a Sentence compre-

hension are the foliowing:

a. Sentence analysis

b. Recognition of punctuation clues

c. Recognition of reference terms
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d. Recognition of signal words

When reading a textbook, ari art ide, or other material in

English it frequently happens that although a student knows every

word in a sentence, he stil can not understand what the sentence

mearis, especially when it is long and complicated, it ±8 necessary

to practice the techniques written ahoye:

a. Sentences analysis Tneans . to break it down into its parts:

-looking for the main verb, and the complement s or object

-finding out the subject head including the modifiers

This procedure will help the student(reader) to understand the

sentence structure.

b. Recogn±zing Punctuation Clues means t p recognize the meaning

and use of punctuation marks Punctuation, like words, helps

to convey the writer's ideas and to help the reader understand

the meaning of words and sentences

c. Recognizing Reference Terins means that the reader is ablé to

unders-tand. different terins which replace each other so that

the writer does not have to repeat the same word again and

again.

d. Recognizing signal words, this mean that a signal word is a

word or phrase that functions as a connector in a sentence,

between sentences, or between paragraphs,. The signal words

are:

-Addition: and, as vell as, besides

-Cause-effect relationships: hence, due to, as a result, etc.

-Condition: if, when, unless, etc.

-Contrast: but, though, despite, etc

-Comparison: like, unlike, in the sarne way, etc.

-Douht: I possibly, prohably, etc.
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-Emphasis: aboye, really, in effect, etc.

-Sequence: first, later, eventually, etc.

1.3 0 2. Paragraph Analysis

Sometimes a student understands all the sentences in a reading

passage, but still does riót understand what it says as a whole

This is because he does not know how the material is organized

It, therefore is necessary to hehp the student understand how

the inf.ormat ion i s organized ±11 the passage. The stage for teach-

ing this proce dure are:

a Ascertain the topic

b. Ascertain the main idea

c. Find ma:jor supporting details

d. Find mjnor supporting details

1.33. Interpreting Ihlustrations

Presentation of une drawings, graphs, tables, block diagrams,

ptotographs, measurements, arid the presentation of facts, help

the reader unders-tand the Presented ideas e The students have

already learned alout these ilustrations from other subjects.

1 0 1+. FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE READING SKILL

Before considering thé processes involved in the skihl of reading, let's

take a look at the definition of the vnrd f1process l1 , taken from the

dictionary, evolution of a serie of facts Reading, described as a psy-

choliriguistic process, suggests the presence of factors with specific

characterjstj s:

1..1. Cognitive Factors: Reading is primarily a cognitirve process, and

the' key to fluent reading is not a kind of
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visual gymnastics but knowledge Our knowledge of the language

of reading is in the written form and of the subject matter of

what the text provides us with a set of expectation about it.

When reading includes guess thé meaning of the syrnbols

(words), the factor of cognitive is important because it is the

role of intelligence to decode what the reader seés.

The first cognitive factor is percep-tion which involves the

meaninful interpretation of what is sensed When a pattern of

nerve impulses reaches the brain from the optic nerve the pattern

is compared with the memory traces of similar patterns For

example, Paul has developed the concept of orange, after many

experiences of taste, feel, color, size, weíght, etc. He has

learned to associa-te the verbal label orange with this collection

of meaníngs (concep-t), and tries representing both the concept,

and its verbal label and the concept it represents. When the

reader sees the printed word again and its pattern matches the

memory traces of its forms, the traces of the spoken word and

its concept arise. The child(reader) says or thinks the oral

word and is aware of its meaning, The combination of seeing and

recognizing meanings is called perception.

In the reading process, cognitive factors such as perceptual,

reasoning, verbal, and numerical aptitudes are interrelated, so

that the idea of general intelligence has considerable value. As

children approach adólescence, these abilities may develop at

caryíng rates producing lower correlation among thém Intelli-

gence tests give scores in terms of mental age (M.A.) and intelli-

gence quotient (I.Q.). Mental age represents the average degree

of maturity a child shows in understanding, reasoning, remeinbering,

etc
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Both the Mental Age and the Intelligence Quotient are relat-

ed to reading readiness and reading achievernent.

104 0J. Physical and Physiological Factors

Sensry impediment may enhance difficult in learning the percep-

tual tasks in reading. Visual acuity defects can be corrected

with glasses. A partial hearing loss may no take it dífficult

for a child to discriminate betieen similar phonemes, such as

/t/ and ¡di; ¡mi and ini; ¡ch! and /sh/. A child who can not

hear the difference will have difficulty associating grapheme

with its commonest phonerne.

Reumatic fever, mainutrition and sorne endocrine disturbances

can lower vitality and energy, and may interfere with efficient

learning in general. Poor muscular coordination may indicate an

underlying neurological problern which may also produce diffículty

in learning to read. Poor brain function produced by either or

injury at birth, a head injury, or from a feverish disease may

severely affect sorne functions It is probable such children i'ill

have difficulty in learning to read.

The reading process starts by focusing both eyes on particu-

lar marks on a contrasting background, usually black and white.

This process starts with sensa-tión Light reflected into the

eyes from the page forms patterns of light and dark on the retina

arid produces chemical changesin thousands of fibers in the optic

nervés. These patterns are conveyed to the braín and the person

is aware of seeing sornething. The prínt must be clear and of

adequate size, the light sufficient, and the eyes able to focus a

clear pattern on the retinas During reading the eyes progress in

a series of alterna-ting pauses (fixations), and quick, jerky,

sidewise Tnovements The eyes see the print only when motionless
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during the fixations.

Peripheral vision: the eye takes in more than most people
use in reading.

Central
(Macular)

VisiOfl	 \

Peripheral (-t)
 

vision

Retina

/

Lens
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104.3 Cognitive Factors

Cognitive factors include reading comprehensión. The ultimate

goal of reading instruction is to develop individuals who com-

prehend what they read. Words occur in smaller group as phrases

and clauses, and in larger groups as sentences, which in turn

are organized into paragraphs. Certain subskills must be ac-

qured in order to extract inforination from printed material.

First, the learner must be able to recognize and decode individ-

ual words. Once word recognition and decoding skills have been

learned the student must be able to ascertain the meaning of

these printed words rapidly, relying on memory or inferring from

context. It is generaily agreed that reading comprehension is a

complex process ±nvolving high-level cognitive skils It is

not a purely passive, receptive process, but an active process in

which the reader brings general knowledge and specific knowledge

in the area discussed by the writer to bear on the pattern of

rds symbolized by the print,.

Consequently, reading involves a series of rapid sucessions

of perceptions; recognizing the word in the text is equal to per-

ceiving it. When a writer likes to express an idea he resorts

to words, and the reader is trying to recreate that idea when he

reads.

Reading comprehension involves the use of one's knowledge of

syntax and semantics to extract meaning from a series of sequen-

tial perceptions of words. Success in recreating the author's

intended meaning depends on many factors: coincidence of thought,

knowledge of author, syntactic patterns and identifying clues tó
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minirnize uncertairtty aiout the intended meaning. The incoinplete

pattern of ideas provided by the first few words builds expecta-

tions of what is written ahead. When the expectation is correct,

the word recognition is aided. Concepts represented by single

words fit together in units of increasing size and cornplexity:

phrase, clause, sentence, paragraphs, and whole selection, etc.

In general,good comprehension rneans recognizing and under-

standing general ideas and specific facts and seeing how these

ideas and facts are organized and developed.

1..4. Social and Cultural Factors

Ante ce dent s

For analyzing the social and cultural factors it is necessary to

distinguish between kinds of readers:

a. Children (beginners) for Primary grades.

b. Intermediate Grades (9 or lo years).

c. Junior and Senior High Schools (secondary students).

Students' progress in reading is directly related to horne

and neighborhood conditions. When theris an interrelation be-

- tween parents and students according with the cultural target,

(books, stories, magazines, trips, vacations, newspapers, T.V.

programs of educational value ,)it is easy to understand why the

students can become good readers.

Taking into account the three levels of students, they pre-

sent their own characteristjcs. Imrnature social and emotional

develdprnent are arnong the reasons why sorne intellectually ready

studeíits have disappointing starts in reading.

Emotional self-control also is important. Temper tantrums,

rapid changes in rnood, and crying at the slightest provocation
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disrupt the learning situation for everyone

In other cases at home, there is insufficient education, un-

satisfying educationai experience or inability to assist the

students in educatión. Sornetimes, peer pressure to students is

more important than the attjtudes of parents Reading is not

an isolated fact, because it is related specially with language

arid also with other factors. Language is "the aspect of human

behaviour that involves the use of vocal sounds in rneaningful

patterns and when they exist corresponding written symbols to

forin, express and cornrnunicate thoughts and feelings,

Parerits who have favorable attitudes toward educa-tion often

encourage intellectual pursuits. Many students do not come from

hornes that have provided such experiences. Nevertheless, it is
incorrect to assume that a child from an economicaily poor home

is necessarifly disadvantaged.

Enlarging a]Dout the cultural factors the progress of read.ing

depend on knowledge of the recognition of the vocabulary because
the "click of comprehension" presumes knowledge of "the script"

"Schlesinger suggests that in listening we may not bother to

process most of the syntax: that, for the most part, we move from

apprehension of semantjc elernents directly, by rnatching, to the
cogni-tive (or comprehension) level He considers that we resort

to the analysis of the syntax of the sound signal only when there

is ambiguity or when, for sorne reason, we have not extracted a

clear meaning frorn the signal" (1). If this is so, foreign-lan_

guage learners need a wide recogni-tjon vocabulary for rapid

(1) I.M. Schlesinger: Production and Comprehension of Utterances (Hilisdale,
N.J. Lawrence Erlbaujn Associates, 1977)



comprehensions, rather than, it seems not be needed for this task,

because if we took the time to process each message in detail we

wDuld never be able to keep up with the speaker.

To develop facílity in comprehending spoken messages, stu-

dents need much practice in aural recogriítion of vocabulary they

may have been learning mostly in written form a Coinpetitions and

other activities w'nich require quick word recognition, grouping,

and matchíng are useful The students need practíce inrapid

recognition of prefixes and suffixes and what these contribute

to the meanings of words, for example, poor, poorly, póverty,

poorer, etc.

Comprehensíon also requires a deep knowledge of the theme of

the speaker's discourse, because much of comprehension is drawing

inferences.

1.5. WHY TEACH READING

There is no plan for teaching reading which meets the needs of every

situation. Each teacher tries to follow a program that is adapted to

his or her pupils, makes efficient use of available materials, and is

suited to that particular teacher's teaching abil±ties

Reading rnust be considered an essential coinponent of a college-pre-

paratory English language program even if curriculum planners look only

to the value reading skills will have for the student when he is eventu-

ally in academic university Courses

There are further reasons, however, to recommended giving readirig

a more central place in ttie low-level Englísh Second Language:

First- Students can usually perform at a higher level in reading than

in other skills They can understand quite accurately 'a'itten

MIM
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materials that they are not yet prepared to di scuss orally or in wdting

with equivalent accuracy or thoroughness. In particular, they generally

experíence little difficulty reading materials that include grammatical

structures vdth .fnich they inay not yet be familiar. Students clearly

enjoy their success with these comparatively sophisticated materials.

Second.,- 1 think that the knowledge of reading skill is of unquestion-

able value especially for those students who are preparing to.

study other subjects and increase théir level of culture; in other rds,

understand and absorb the knowledge of many fields.

Third.- Learning to read means giving the reader the opportunity to ac-

qu.ire information from the written passage. This implies not

merely repeating the symbois, but cornprehending what is read. If 1

compare the teaching of other subjects with the teaching of reading,

there is a pronounced difference It is not the same as teaching

mathematics, history or grammatical rules To teach read.ing means to

teach a skill, a natural skill as walking or taiking, that is a skill

which virtually anyone can learn

Fourth.- The teaching of the skill, not content, is important especiaily

for those students (students of a second Language) who do not

read very well. For them, it is necessary to develop a genuine reading

habit in the language, without grammatical or discourse analysis, and

not the acquisition of new vocahulary. Like most of the higher cogni'-

tive functions, the reading process itself-though our minds are

innately progralrffned to do it is too complex a process to break down into

a series of steps that a teacher could take into the classroom and teacb.

Finaily, reading is a servíce skill. Although everybody may read

fiction for pleasure, we often read nonfiction with an eye to performing

some other task: the point of getting information and ideas is to use

them. Reading thereby serves to integrate a variety language activities,
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%dth dífferent purpose such as the foliowing:

a Developmental Reading

b. Functional Reading

c Recreational Reading

a Developmental Reading, for developing this activity with examples

there are the skills, as:

- Recognition of vocabular'y:

After reading the passage, underline those words which are the

same.

- Comprehension of the passage:

After reading a passage, write into parenthesis F or T if the pas-

sage is written by a specialist, etc.

Wíth tl-ie first activity it is possible to do Inany exercises,

employing the skill according with the purpose or objective.

b. Functional Reading is concerned with the use of reading as ari effi-

cient tool of learning; that is, reading to learn. The student is

capable of reading in order to learn other subjects, and consequent-

ly can develop many exercises such as the foliowing:

-Use of indexes

-Use of tables of contents

-Use of dictionaries

-Use of encyclopedias

-For information

-Reading maps, charts, and graphs

This second activity is more advanced because it aliows the

studentto learn other subjects with other contents; they read for

meaning, they do not decode as a computer Ñou1d, which means that

they do not actuafly look at the entire contents sentence or, of

every pbrase.



coRezreational Reading involves the development of interest in reading

a a voluntary enjoyable activity and refining reading taste and

ap;reciation. This activity or purpose of the reading is similar to

ti1E:. second because the student is able to do exercises suchas:

-EzLjoy reading as a voluntary leisure-time activity

-Sa.tísfying interests and needs through reading

-Lok for deeper symbolic meanings, etc.

ithin the process of learning a foreign language, reading is the

source through wich the student is capable of acquiring more knowledge

With thís tool(reading)secondary-level students already know how to

read and comprehend what they read

Reading remains the main avenue for acquiring information Foreign

students must lear!n to read before they can read to léarn Reading is

an essential tool for subject matter in the elementary or secondary

schoo1. Reading plays a leading role in continuing education and self

improvement. There is a direct relationship between reading level, the

aniount of education, and the job level

Reading is uniquely individual and flexible. It is the only form

of mass communication in which a person can control the content and

rate of presentation of the material. A reader can select material from

a tremendous variety and can read where, when, and how he pleases. The

reader sets the pace, pausing to reflect or reread, taking an intermis-

sion, skimxning, scanning, or taking notés. Reading is a preeminently

private, personal, and self-controlled activity.

vtAccording to Goodman, the reader uses only as much information as

necessary to get to the meaning and that information is of three types:

graphic, syntactic, and semantic. The graphic inforrnation is gaíned

visually, the other two are supplied by the reader." (1). Using previ-

1. Albert J. Harris and Edward R. Sipay: How to Teach Reading A Coinpetency,

Baséd Prograrn.
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ously acquired knowledge of language structure, the reader makes pre-

dictions of the graumiatical (syntactic) structure and supplies concepts

that fit into the structure In turn, the syntactic structure and

neaning allow the reader to predict what the graphic input will be coin-

prehension of these characteristics by the foreign student according

to the level of knowledge arid his/her proficiency is the role of reading

within the process of learning a foreign language.

Being the Reading an active process in which the reader (student)

is.trying to inake sense of the written or printed message; reading is

not a basically passive, receptive process.

For beginner readers especially, practicirig the best pronunciation

with good stress and intonation is part of the graphic role of reading;

meanwhile the intermediate students need to practice reading skills and

comprehend the contents of other subjects they are learning.

Advanced students are capable of avoiding redundancy and they use

réadíng-as a vehicle to study other subjects, according to his/her

careér.

"With the advent of radio, many believed books would lose their

place as vehicles of coinmunication, and when the T.V. was invented,

many believed this would replace the radio; however, it was not so. All

three are different and irreplaceable instruments of comnainicatión.

The book is especially unique, because it permits one to maintain an

attentive spirit with attention and independence to return on reading,

in a sense, to listen to ourselves while we converse with the greatest

authors of past and present. (1)

It is universally recognized that the ability to read is essential

for its functional use in student life. The process of learning a

1 Dario Santa María: El Arte de leer, P. abierta, Vol 1, n, 1



foreign language tbe students who can develop facile reading skills

when the content they read preserits an intellectual challenge at the

level of their experience and thinking, and satisfy their necessities

Readirig would seem to be the most attainable language skil for stu-

dents in countries where English is not spoken.

Since competence in reading a foreign language is the goal for

foreign students because tbrough it, they can gain new knowledge, the

teacher s1u1d develop reading progranis materials wich catch and

challenge the students' intellectual interest.

1.5.1. Dífferences Beteen Objectives of Reading Instruction as a Goal

and the Skill to get that purpose

The goal for teachers of English as a Foreign Language is to teach

the students to read(objective), and they must first learn how to

read(method) using a variety of skills. When the contents of

reading are either sounds represented by graphíc syntbols,

syntactic represented by sentences, paragraphs, or semantic

represented by the meanings, the teacher must employ the skifls

for each case: phonics (not phonetics), structural clues (grm-

matícal category), morphological information(prefjxes, suffixe s,

etc..),and skiinming and scanning for teaching semantic procedures.

When the student meet an unfarníliar word in his reading, does he

skíp over it and contínue even if he is unsure of sorne of the

meaning of the passage? Or does he quickly try to figure out the

general meaning of the word? In this case the student rnust be

taught to understand the rneariing tbrough the total context, deci-

pheríng the meaning, interpreting the uieaníng sense, etc

As an example of pl-loniep the student may encounter difficulty

when the letter id may stand forthe /k/ as in icat/ or for the
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/s/ sound as in ¡city!; otherexample would be: citizen, bacon,

comical, and fancy. This difficulty can be solved by recognition

the sound of these words.

1.6. USES ¡lTD ADVANTAGES OF READING FOR THE FOREIGN STUDENT

TI-E forign student is interested in language acquisition, production,

colnprE9nsion, and specific capacity to acquire the new language as

gemera. knowledge because it is basic to sti,dyíng other areas of

human earning.

¡l new information becomes available on perceptual process, lan-

guage-teaching professíonals are turning their attention to listening

and re-' : ding. Foreign student s need inuch practice in reading authen tic

materi.Is recorded in natural situations, rather than artificial

materi1s- concocted for educational purposés. Con sequently reading

again achieves proininence as an important area of language learning and

much attention is paid to new information on the reading process.

E1ish foreign language-teacher should be interested in knowing

how hunn beingsperceive messages in speech, writing, or reading, and

how the-: procéss and interpret thém. English teacher needs to know how

the fonign student transforrns the information received froin the

source (writer).

Ata alternatice to teaching reading is to give the complete process o

in two aspécts:

a • Inteasive, and

b. Extesive Reading

T1-i: teaching methodology for reading comprehension through intensive

reading refers to ti-je kind of vnrk done in the reading class or when the

student is. It should not be done for more than 10 or 15 minutes at a

time. The teacher must therefore provide activities for mixing silent
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and oral reading in class together with specific exercises to develop

th.is skill wbich is difficult for so many students.

The exercises are fundamental and the activities should combine to

forin a reading comprehension prográm The foreign student needs to be

able to understand English in order to acquire new knowledge because

reading in tie class or outside of class reinforces and illustrates.

"The labeis indicate a difference in .classroom procedures as well

as a difference in purpose. Intensive reading involves approaching the

text under the close guidance of the teacher(the right kind of guidance)

or under the guidance of a task which forces the student to pay great

attention to the text. The aim of intensive reading is to arrive at

a profoimdand detailed understanding of the text" (1)

Qn short textswhichcan be studied in a lésn or ts.o, than longer

ones, it is also generally supposed that in order to understand. For

developing the task the student can employ skimming and the scarining.

a, Extensive Reading: The foreign student needs aiextensive reading

programm that will actively promote reading out-

side Óf class. The student must spend a haif hour in the evening with

somethíng he choosto'read such as a magazine, a newspaper, a short

story or a -text o He does this kind of reading for general information

and ideas, as well as for pleasure,. In extensive reading, the foreign

student has the opportunity to develop the skills of skimming and

scanning as a general comprehension and give his opinions or identify

the facts

While the teaching the reading process such as the intensive and

extensive reading, efficiency and comprehension are present as the

1. Chr±stine Nuttal: Teaching readingskills in a foreign language; English

Language Book Society, Heinemann Educational Books. 1987.
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coniponents. The reader tríes to understand more material in less time

(efficiency); comprehension, on the other hand, serves to extract meaning

from a series of sequential perceptions of words. Comprehension re-

quires a deep knowledge of the theine-reading, to understand what the

messages give to the reader; it is to recognize and use the organization

of a passage as chronological order, process, comparison, contrast,

generalizing, and surnmarizing.

READING..

EXTENSIVE	 INTENSIVE

\EFFICIENCY/"" COMPHENSION

GENERAL7	-.SKILLS FOR

READING	 READING
DI FFERENT

SKILLS
TYPES OF
MATERIAL

Extensive and Intensive Readiñg. (1)

As a pragmatic program for reading, extensive reading is the rnost

useful because the texts are -scientífic or humanit. They contain a

great deal of factual inforination whích, the student rnust read slowly

and carefully, in order to extract information and understarid the

material.

Sorne class time ought to be devoted to extensive reading, both to

maintain interest in it and to traín students how to deal with fuli-

length text.

1 Sonka, AmST: Reading has to be taught, too in a Foruin Anthology,

Washington 1986, USIA, 120-124.
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1.7. HOW TO TEACH READING

Readi.ng serves to integrate a variety of language activities; the point

of getting information and ideas is to use them, are in capacity of

acquiring their knowledge by efficient reading accumulate 4, 8, 16, or

even 20 times more inforrnatíon than by audiovival.

'Reading is a mental activity. It does not depend on visual sharp-

ness factors, but on factors concerning our capacity nervous communica-

tion, memorization and intelligence'(i)

To develop efficient reading is to reinforce the power of creating

and aprehending the structure which the intelligence definés. To mul-

típly by 3 the ability of reading is to be freer in front of the tide of

general and technical information in the obsessive of mass media.

"Reading i s a skill in which wwe depend time and energy developing

it. Wie inust practice it with concentrated exercise. The first step to

become a better reader is to do more reading. By improving our reading

we are helping ourselves to develop skills that we will use ali our

life," (2)

The use of graphic symbols to represent meaning is a relatively

recent invention in man 1 s hi. story. 1 f the deve lopment of t he human

species were plotted along a time-Une representing a single year, we

.xuld find that mechanical printing began only a few minutes ago. But

in technological societies today a person without reading competence is

severely limited; cultural factors such as literacy are widely regarded

as an essential tool for learning.

For teaching reading the teacher can employ the correct methodology

1. Bentolila: Reading Comprehension, University Press, 1987.

2. Marion Monroe: Bai.c Reading Skills, Glenview, 1970, Scott-Foresman.
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with the corresponding téchniqués. The methods of readirig are used uní-

vily in hígh schools and in the universities of the United States.

T1y are practiced in UNESCO, taught in the majority of great schools.

Rdirig is important especially in education, in all its leveis.

Bjito1ila says: ' tThe problem of reading is actually in the center of

discussions about the innovation of learning. The approaches conçerning

it are different, but they are often coinplementary."(l)

The nuinerous methods of readíng are classifíed by chíldren, hígh

sciooi students, and for universíty students. The apphícatíon of methods

depends on the kjrid of student. In all cases the teacher should use,

besides text books, any special materíais whích might be relevant. By

relevan-t is meant a text or serierof texts vfn±ch is representative of

the su.bjects hich tihe student is studyíng. In the present case, analyz-

ing the methods íised for foreign students, the role-play actívíties must

be wehl thought out by the teacher so that they províde maximum oppor

tunity for reading practice. The reading process is prímarily assocíated

wíth the instruction in a student's fírst language.

't'The methods widely used are (a) phonícs, that is, instruction in

the correspondence beten Englísh letters and sounds (also known as the

"linguistic approachtt , particularly when the analysis of letter combína-

tions and sound is more precise); (b) w'nole-word reading, whích involves

recognition of single words representing objects or concepts wehl under-

stood by the hearners, and then moves into word groups; and (c) the lan-

guage-experience approach, in which learners teil a brief story, or gíve

a description or a comment, the teacher writes down the lariguage they

use, and the learners then read the language they have spokén." (2)

10, Bentolila: Reading Comprehension, University Press, 1987

2, Fraida Dubin in: What every EFL Teacher shouhd know about Reading, in a
Forum Anthology. Washington 1986. USIA 125-126.
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:For the applicatíon of these three methods, it is necessary to use

the comprehension materials and systematic preparation of exercises to

accompany them according to the students level of profíciency.

1,7.1, The Phonics Method

Kno.n as graphophonic cornprehends the relationship between the

sound and the symból. It is also knon as the linguistic approach.

This inethod is applied for beginner students. The purpose of the

pbnics method isto enable a reader to identify in its written

forin a word he already knows in its spoken form. The principal

prol)lems for students when the phonics method is applied are:

a. Similar sounds with different letters

b. Short or long voel sounds

c, Ibrds with prefixes or suffixes.

Exaniples: Different consonant letters may represent the

same sound in written wrds. In the followíng wDrds, all the

underhined letters represent tl-ie 1k/ sound.

kite	 lack	 anchor	 account

short vowel sounds	 MAT	 PET	 BID	 STOCK	 CUB

Long vowel sounds	 MATE	 PETE BIDE	 STONE	 CUBE

Exercise with rds with prefixes and suffixes:

UNEMPLOY	 EMPLOY	 ÉMPLOYMENT

UNE MP LOYMENT

1.7.2. The W1xle-1brd Reading Method

The Whole-Wrd Reading Metho :d is more global because it involves

words representing objects or concepts, therefore, the improved

abihity to 11ok at words as a whole for comprehénsion is only an
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iritermediate stae in learning to take the whole phrases or other

meaning units in a single focús Basically this teaching strategy

for the whole-ord method involves getting the student to as-

socíate the printed form of a word with its spoken form and with

the concept of the word that is already stored in mernory. vbrds

may he presented in context or isolation. For developing this

methDd, the student will perforrn word analysis, breakíng down the

rds into small elements, or usíng context clues in which the

context may give sorne definition or contrasting with statement s.

1.7 0 3. The Language-Experience Approach

The student understands all the sentences and paragraphs. The

student can distinguish the fact and the opinions, the author's

purpose, to find the main idea, the relevant sentences and the

írrelevant ones. In this case the student knows the words

of the vocabulary. In this stage the student is ahie to use the

skillsr he knows as skirnming, scanning, author's purpose, rela-

tionshp of cause-effect, analogy of time, space, etc. For the

apphicatíón of this method there are a variety of exercises for

ea'ch case such as the fohiowing:

In whíchsentence does aperson expréss hilar hér opinión?

a "Thisis the second time 1 have seen the rnovie," remarked

Barba	( )

b. Terry saíd, "1 didn't like the inovie at ah."	 ( )

c."i'hh see the movie thís Saturday night," stated Bób. ( 	 )

Phrase recognition exercise: same or different

SEE THE GIRL	 IN A DAY
SEE A GIRL	 (	 )•	 IN THEDAY (

ALL NIGHT LONG	 BY THE SEA
ALL NIGHT LONG 	 BYASEA
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The sentence-combining approach: Combine the sentence in each

group into only one sentence, using the word in parenthesis

to join thérn

1. (a) John went to the library. (A}D)

(b) Mary went home

2. (a) The students were happy. (BECAUSE)

(b) The students passed the test.

1.8. TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION

-	 After the use of the methodology in the reading process the teacher, to.

achieve the goal in the best way possible should apply the techniques,

those didactic resources applied in order to acquire the objectives pro-

posed by the teacher in his/her plan. For each level of students

(beginners, intermediate and advanced) the application of the technique

has its own level specially according to student's needs

An. analysis of the techriique that makes easy or difficult compre-

hension reveals the importance of the use and correct application of the

techniqués. There are varíous techniques for helping students increase

their readhig efficiency. Here in broad terms are the techniques and

strategies of reading that we hope wil be learned through our text.

a. Techniques involving fiexibiity of skill applied for phonics method

and whole-word readirig.

b. Wrd-attack techniques: how to tackle unfamiliar lexical ítems by

usíng items of morphological inferences from context, etc.

c Techníques of utilizing information that is not stríctly part in the

text itself.

d. Text-attack skills: the process of interpreting the text as a whole,

using all the clues avaílable including cohesion and rethorícal

structure.
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The techniques written abo ye, we can classify the skills (techniques)

arnong others:

1. Context Clues, Root Words, Prefixes, Suffixes, Prefixes and Suffixes,

Vowels and Consnants.

2. Main Idea, Fact and Opinion, Cause-Effect, etc.

3. Skixmning, Scanning, Comprehensive Reading, etc.

1.8.1. Context Clues

Sorne words are often misread because they are read quickly.

Exainple the words ELBOW-BELOW. Once written the sentence, choose

the word that completes the sentence. THEIR - TREFE

The birds seem to fly just 	 the white clouds when 1

watch them from here

Members iere asked to show----- identification cards to

the usher.

1.8.2. Root 1brds

Many wDrds are formed by addng endings, suffixes o prefixés.

Example: from ACT. acting - actor - counteract - react -

inactive.

Underlíne the root word in agreeable - agreed - agreement,.

1.8.3. Prefixes

Play an important role within the reading process because they can

expand the vocabulary and consequently other interpretation.

Example: The following words begin with the same letters

UNable - UNjust - UNion - UNcle - UNbro1en. Check each word below

that contains a prefix meaning opposite of or nót. The prefixes

are vwitten before the letters or words.



1,8,4. Suffixes

Are written at the end of the word, and like the prefixes, expand

the vocabulary.

Example: In the follotdng words the suffixes are underlined.

Complete the sentence written below with ti-le correct

rd

musiclAN - musicAL

A serious	 wil practice every day.

1.8.5. Vowels

Draw a Une under each one syllable word in which you hear the.

same vowel that you hear in the key word abo ye the sentences

VOWEL SOUND IN (ALL)

-Paul asked for a small root beer at the refreshment stand in the

park.

........	 -T.hela ::looks neglected whenever the grass is too tau.

-It wasn 1 t John's fault that his ellxw hit Jim's jaw.

1.8.6. Consonants

Read the foliowing lists of rds to yourself, listening for the

sound given at the top of each list e Put a check before each

i.rd in which you hear the sound:

/f/ sund	 ¡ch! sound

---fit	 ---child

-- -laugh	 -- -venture

---telephone	 -- -watáh

---shephered	 -- -choru $

For Reading Comprehension the techniques employed by the teachers are:

30
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18.7. Skimming

Skimming is a reading skill the student can use to locate specif-

ic information quickly. When the students skims his eyes pase

quickly over the reading material, looking for such clues as a

numeral, a name, a capital letter, an italicized mrd, a date, or

a letter or word printed in boldface. It is important to remem-

ber that you should look for just these clues and not read word

for word. It involves speed, preliminary selection of informatia,

and initial judgments about the meaning or the irnportance of a

passage. Over-all impressions and general ideas are the result

of skimming, and it is important for us to recognize the special

usefulness of sucl-i a procedure as one part of the oTerall process

of reading.

It is not necessary for students to skim perfectly and get a

sense of the exact, overail meaning of a passage. We can guide

- - them by means of advance queions to skim for the author' s basic

points, his poínt of view, and conclusions about the relative

importance of one point compared with another. An exaniple of

reading employing skimming is when we buy a newspaper, and at a

glance we read the title of the many articles for getting general

informatión Finally, skimmíng is used for several purposes:

a. To find a particular píece of information in a passage, a fact,

a quotation, a reference.

b. To grasp quickly the main ideas and most significant details

of a selectión

c. To test whether material can safely be skipped, or on the

otler hand to pick out from a passage that seems otherwise

irielevant any part that must be read thoroughly.

d These different purpose call for different methods.
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Wlen skimming for particular information, either a fact or

the anser to question, keep in mmd exactly whatit is you are

looking fór.

The second purpose for which you skim is to find main ideas

and significant details. Skiniming for this purpose proceeds dif-

ferently. You read the first sentence of each paragraph; occa-

sionaily, if you feel the first sentence ±5 unhelpful, you may

add a phrase or t yn from the second sentence. This readirig of to

first sentence gives you the main ideas.

The methods for skimming are:

- Preview

- Overview

- Survey

1.8.8. Scanning

Scanning is another procedure. In scanning the reader is looking

for a specific bit of informatión. She/he ignores everything that

does not ansier the quest±ons and inthis way learns selectivity

in a precise way. Scanning helps the student search q,uickly for

the specific inforination he w±shes to get from the material such

as when, where, how much, etc.

The teacher is r±ght in assuxning, however, that the develop-

ment of scanning skill is progress±vely built up and those students

move from a position of initial frustration to increased control.

-	 Scanning exercises are easy to devise: the eas±est are those

requiring to student to scan for a single wrd, or specific fact,

etc.

Exanple: Look at the page... and find out when Sim6n Bolí-

var diéd. How many times does the word THESE occur in this page.
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1 09. TYPES OF MATERIALS FOR TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION

There are a li*iited nuinber of ways in which thoughts and ideas are ex-

pressed and this makes it possible to identify with a correct of use of

materials, but the first step the teacher neéds to increase the stu-

dents' motivation to read a difficult selection by providing background

information through an oveDview of the contents. It is more important

for a selection to come close to the learner's interest and concen-is

than to suit the teacher's taste

Reading materíais must describe facts, events, and ideas with

which they are already familiar through their everyday lives. Students

can develop facile reading skills when the content they read presents

an intellectual challenge at the level of their experience and thinking.

The material should be simple enough that the student can find a

beginning point in learning to read in a sequential and functional way

so that it meets the needs of, the student in his cont:inued progress in

reading. The material should be built around students' interests and

problems. The student will be interested in many types of works he

might be able to do as soon as be learns to read well.

The teacher must provide activities that stimulate such as environ-

ment as much as possible, together with specific exercises to develop

this skill which is difficult for so many students. Exercises are fun-

damental to the activities of comprehension in English reading; the

exercises and the activities should be combined to form a graded reading-

comprehension class.

Among the essential activities is wrk in reading comprehension with

graded exercises according with the level and category of students prac-

ticing the same exercises, but with the grade of difficulty giving them

a sense of progress and continuity of purpose. All activities and

exercises can be the same, but taking in mmd tw0 specific student 's

IwmM . - WM
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ciracteristj.cs:

a it must be graded according to the level and category. (beginner,

intermediate and advánceistudents)

b. i.t must be interesting, stimulating, and challenging for the students.

At the sarne time, the systematic nature of a graded reading-compre-

hesion exercises makes it ideal for individualized learning. Sorne of

thE types of exercises are developed according to the skill employed,

andJ tl-ie experience in developing exercises and material of your own.

When the passage including sentences, paragraphs, illustrations are

not understood although the vocabulary is known, it is often because it

is long and difficult to comprehend syntactically. The first advice for

a student who fjnds a tex-t difficult for tbese reasons is:

a. read it fast, without stopping, getting what you can from it.

b. read it again slowly, looking up key words in the dictionary if you

ha-ve one

e. iiext stop and ask yourself questions about what you can think the

text is saying.

dé read it á third time looking for evidence that your predictions were

correót. By this time, sorne of the sentences of the paragraph or the

whole passage should be clear. At this point, if sorne of the sen-

tences are not understood, the teacher should make other activities

as the analytic approach:

* Exercises with coinplex nouns groups which consist of a head noun

modífied by adjectíves or other words, It is called word analysis

process. The student is taught to break down words into small

elements as the stems, prefixes and suffixes, etc.; in other cases,

'iters gften avoid the repetition of .the same words for stylistic

reasons prefering elegant variation selecting a word .that means a

most the same as the word to be avoided; thus, in the same text,
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you might find synonyms.

Paragrapl-i ánalysis, this exercises is done when the student cannot

understand the organization of the materials as a whole. Canse-

quently the teacher with the foreign student should practice with

the skill: find the topic, find the main idea, find the rnajor

supporting details, and find the minar supporting details.

It is importarting and ideal for the teacher to choose the right

material edit, modify it or create appropriate materials for students

with varied needs and pirposes to read.

Another potentíal source for developing the skill in reading com-

prehension ±5 printed materíais (basic and referential texts) such as

books, magazines, andnewspapers, appropriately altered to meet the

requirements of the students.

A last source we can add is the visual comprehension materials with

the diagrams and pictures which will often hel, with,and ometimesbe es-

sential to, the interpretation of a text, They are frequently the quick-

est way to present complex information, which might otherwíse take sev-

eral pages of the text to explain. This is particularly true when the

text is concerned with technology or scienóe

These materials are often used by the writers to assists the

reader in the comprehension of a text. This is particularly true of

descriptions and explanations of systems and processes What the writer

±5 trying to communicate, the reader must be able to vis ualize, or to

recogníze the same information as the writer.

A wide range of reading skills, strategies and techniques with the

materials has been convered, drawn froin contemporary work in this field.

The material is thoroughly taught, not just tested, and there is a large

variety of exercises with which the student and the English Foreign Lan-
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guage Teacher can practice.

Another consideration is the student's ability to d±stinguish the

critería for selecting materials with the teacher, especíally with

extensive reading materials. To cl-ioose books for extensive reading, the

criteria or readability (suiting the linguistic level of the reader

stient) and suitability of content are even more important than when

the teacherand the student select the tekt.

To suininarize, extensive inaterials sI-iould be:

a. Appealing: They must appeal to the intended readers, supplying what

they want (their interests). The characteristícs of the

book are attractíve in appearance, well printed, and with

good coloured illustrations.

b. Easy: The language must be easier than that found in the current

Foreígn language courseboók.

c. Short: The length of the book rnust not be intimidating; elementary

students need : short books that they can finish quickly.

d. Varied: There must be a wide choice suitíng the various needs of the

readers in terms of contents, language and íntellectually

maturity.

In conclussion, reading is not a easy skill, it depends on the

creativíty of the teacher to prepare the inaterials in order to compre-

hend the message on what the reader perceives from the writér.

1.10. DEFINITION OF THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER WITHIN THE PROCESS OF READING

COMPREHEN SION

Teaching is normálly a simple passing on of knowledge froin teacher to

student, as in teaching names and dates in a History class or teaching

rules and formulas in a Math class But this cannot be true of the
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teaching of reading, which is a natural skill, like waiking or taiking.

The teacher has a crucial role to play in helping students learn

to read. The students must do the learning for themselves, but the

teacher can have a major effect on whether any given student chooses

to go dn reading in the language.

The teacher must create the world of reading in a particular

class. It is the teacher who must stimulate interest in reading, who

must próject his erithusiasm for books, and who must help students to

see that reading can be of real value to thém. This means relating

reading to the interests of the students, 'to what they are thinking and

taiking about and therefore know enough to relate the content of their

reading.

Good reading assignments should grow naturally out of the interests

and concerns of individual students.

The major problem for inost teachers of a second language is inad-

equate knowledge of both the content and the form of whatever it is that

they are trying to read. Choosing their right materials becomes all

important and it is the teacher who must choose, edit, modify, or creat

appropriate materíais for students with varied needs and purposes and

in a sequence of increasing difficulty which will lead to irnprovement.

The kind and the amount of reading will depend on the reading that

the teacher introduces to them or hepis them to discovér.

The readers believe that to comprehend the text they must first

comprehend every word in the tect. But comprehension depends on proc-

essing larger units of text in a series of predictíon/confirmations.

A second reading strategy consist of inducing his students to

abandon the rd-by-word approach to reading by introducing exercises

(timed readings, read-and-lok up, divided or distorted text).
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A third strategy is reading different texts at different rates,

and with greater or lesser attention to detail for different purposes.

Students must learn to skim the main idea and to scan for specifíc

kinds of information, and they inay also have to learn to read critical-

ly, to evaluate the author's arguments.

The teacher stimulates interest, selects and adapts appropriate

materíais, promotes useful strategies and provides each student accord -

ing to hís needs.

1.10.1. Specifícations Of The Goals Of The Readíng Comprehension

(According to the instruction program).

Many teachers realize that the skíll students need rnost is

reading. Reading is a multifaceted, complex skill made up of a

number of psychologícal, physical, and social elernents. As

there are many sides of knowing a language, so there are inany

aspects to effective, mature reading. Unfortunately, in lan-

guage pedagogy, too little attention is devoted to this skill.

Few students, even after years of study, are able to read

English easily. The vocabulary and syntax of newsmagazines,

noveis, and nonfiction books seem quite beyond the reach of

most students. Student s must go beyond the language textbook if

they are to get a level where they can read for tl-ie purposes of

learning, pleasure and enjoyment. Readíng would seem to be the

most attainable language skill for students in countries where

Englísh is not widely spokén. Reading requires only a text and

a reader-and possibly a dictionary.

The reading coinpetence in a new language is an achíevable

goal to teachers They must develop reading programs that will

help students move froin textbook prose into reading material
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that theyselect for themselves, according to their own ínter-

este and curiosity about the world

We need the three ms of success in learning to read

(maturation, inotivatíon, and peaning).

A level of cognitíve maturation must be reached before a

child is ready to read, although the age inay vary. Motivation:

a student reads a lot when other family members read arid when

there are Gample materíals to read Meaning: the chíld must

know the content of the reading.

A reading program should gíve attentíon tothe skill of

reading alone and for íts own sake. Practices such as having

indivíduals read aloud, or choral reading in which the class

reads aloud foliowing the teacher's rnodel, are questionable

ways to teach the readíng skill. Such activítíes offer oppor-

tunitíes for oral practíce, and teachers should view them as

such.

A reading program should teach strategíes explícítly,

through íntensive reading lessons appropriate to the develop-

mental level of the students.

Learners should be encouraged to use guessing and predícting

strategies when they read, and teachers should support them in

this actívity. The teacher can increase the students' moti-

vation to read a difficult selectíon by províding background

ínformation through an overvíew of the contents. It is more

important for a selection to come close to the learners'

interest and concerns than to suit the teacher's taste As

much'as possible, learners should read about facts, events,

and ideas with which they are already familiar through their

everyday lives. Another ímportant activi-ty of the reading
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program is "reading at the drop of a pm". Since reading is

prirnarily an individual activity, the teacher should provide

a quite time to.'read individually. Taiking about the content

of the selection can come after the individual reading.

In planning for extensive reading, the teacher should

provide an environment promotive of the idea that reading

yields enjoynient and pleasure The activi-ties should be

planned to get competence and efficiency in reading.

1.10.2 Forms For Assessing (Evaluate) Reading Comprehension

When the teacher considers that his class has gained a good

functional control of the spoken language, he may introduce

reading as an end in	 itself, The abilitíes needed in read-

ing a language include at least the language and graphic

symbols, ideas, and stylistícs. The good reader can respond

simultaneously to the language, ideas, and stylistics of

mature writing, and can achieve these understandings with

reasonable speed and fluenáy.

1.10.2 0 1 General form of the reading test

The test consists of a number of short passages of

rying styles and content, each followed by a series

of multiple-choice cornprehensión. By a selection of

his passages and a careful working of his items, the

test writer is able to test the examinee's understand-

• ing not only of the surface meaning of a passage but

also of the author:'.s purpose, attitude, and methód
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1.10.3. Selection Of.The Test Passages

1.10.3,1. Length

-	 T,he individual test passages should be briéf. Pas-

sages of between 100 and 250 Ynrds are about the

proper length.

1.10.3 0 2. Subject matter

The specific purpose of the test will dictate the

----subject matte-r of the pasge selectéd The test

writer may draw upon such works as bíographies,

prose fiction, encyclopedia entries, and nontechnical

articles on the natural and social sciencés.

Theexcerpts must be clear and inaningful when

taken out of context, and not require outside subject-

.matter information to be fully comprehendéd.

1.10.3.3. Style and treatment of subject

There are paragraphs which(a) deal chronologically

with a series of events, (b) compare or contrast two

or more people, obçects, or events, (c) present an

author's individualistic opinions on a familiar

object.

1.10.3.4. Language

-	 The simplification of reading passages must be care-

fully controled



1.10..4. Sample Reading Passage and items

The foliowing passage and set of comprehension items will serve

to illustrate thé principies that were discussed alove.

"In the development of literature, prose generaily comes

late. Verse is more effective for oral delivery and more

easily retained in the memory. It is therefore a rather remark-

able fact that English possessed a considerable lody of prose

literature in the ninth century, at a time when most other

modern languages in Europe had barely developed a literature

in verse. This unusual accomplishment was dúe to the inspira-

tion of one man, King Alfred the Great, who ruled from 871 to

899. When he carne to the throne, Alfred found that the iearn-

ing which in the previous century had placed England in the

forefront of Europe had greatly decayéd. In an effort to re-

store his country to something like its former state, he under-

took to provide for bis people certain books in English, books

which he deemed most essential to their welfare. In prepara-

tion for this task, he set about in mature life to learn Latin.Y'(l)

1. According to the information given in the paragraph, King

Alfred may most properly be regarded as the father of English.

a. poetry

b. learning

c prose

d. literature

2. The writer suggest that the earliest English poetry was

a ritten in very difficult language

1 Adapted from Albert C. Baugh: A History of the English Language, Apleton

-Century-Crofts, 1957).
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b. not intended to be read silently.

c,. never really popular with the public

d. less original than later poetry

3. According to the paragraph, England's learning hád 1ought

it to the t forefront of Europe' T in the

a, seventh century

b. eight century

c. ninth century

d» tenth century

4. The writer suggests that at the time of King Alfred most of

the other modem languages of Europe had

a ]oth a verse and a prose líterature

b, a literature in pro se but not in verse

c. neither a prose nor a verse literature

d. a literature in verse but not ±11 prose

S. We may conclude from the paragraph that the books which

Alfred "deerned most essential" were

a,. written largely in verse

b. later transiated into Latín

e,. original with Alfred himself (1)

1,.10 15. Diagnosis of Readirig Couiprehension Ability(Test)

A teacher ray he interested in keeping a progress chart for the

students or in providing them wjth periodic feedback on tbeir

reading. There are sorne ways to check comprehension, each of

1,. DavidP,. Harris: Testing English as a Second Language, Tata Mc, Graw

Hill Puhlíshing Company Ltd. New Delhi, 58-66.
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which tests performance under a different set of conditions.

1.10..1. First

The reading can be tímed or untimód When students

are being timed, they tend to force themselves to

read faster; untimed, they tend to read in what they

consider to be a more careful fashión.

1.10.5.2. Second

The comprehension check can also bé rtímed or íntimed,

í.e., students can have the necessary time to work

throught the questions or they can be given only a

limited ainount of time..

1.10. 5.3. Third

The comprehension queions can be ansred with or

without reference to the passage. The student who

makes use of principies of organization to remember

where particular information is located, even though

he cannot iemember the specific details, will be able

to find the information fast and answer the que stions

correctly.

1.10.5 1 L( Fourth

Students can see the questions hefore they read, arid

then ta e the conçrehension check after reading the

• entire ar-ticle. Or s-tudents can underline arid read

the topic sentences, see the questions, then read the

entire articie and answer the questions.
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Finaily, students can read, take notes, and then ,ansr

tl-ie que stíons by referring to their notes but not to the origin-

al selectión.

These five variables can be comHned in a nuxnber of ways.

For instance, notes can be permítted when the reading is timed

so that students will have time to underline only the nst

essentia]. facts. Qn thé. other hand, if students ne.ed a áonfi-

dence-building experience, the teacher can run an untimed read-

ing and comprehension check, aliowing the students to use the

- article while answering the questioñs.

"The readng skils are not simply a inatter of practice -but

can be taught and developed. These skills need not be postponed

until the intermediate or advanced levels, hut the reading slxuld

be an integral component of the ESL (English Second Language)

prograrn from the very heginning." (1)

1.1006. Measuring progress in Reading Comprehension

The teacher must determine each child's leveis of reading alDility

-	 and: specific readingstr.engthand aknesses. 	 owing the

child's leveis of reading ability aliows the teacher to select

suitable reading material, lKnowing which skills have or have

not been mastered enables hiin to individualize skill development.

One of the first steps to obtain useful information about

children's reading ability is to ask the right questions. Know-

ing what information to obtain enables teachers to select the

appropriate measurés.

1. Cf. Amy L. Sonka: Reading has to be taught, Too in A Forum Anthology,

TiSIS, Váshington 1986, 123-24).



There are basically two situations 'in which teachers need

to know at what reading level pupils are functioning: (1) se-

lecting materials for various purposes and (2) determining the

particular reading skills individual children need to learn.

Teachers must attempt to rich the child's general level of

reading with material that is neither. too difficult nor too

ea sy.

1.10.7. Relating rate to comprehension

The degree of relationship beten rate and comprehension vares

with the age of the readers, the kinds of materials used, the

inethod used to measure these two factors, and the chil'd purpose

for reading.

Tbere are many possible reasons why a pupil may be a slow

reader, such as weak word recognition, faulty reading habits,

poor compr'ehension and inflexible rate.

One .ay to increase rate is 1-iaving the children read se-

lections under timed conditions. The knowledge that they are

being timed and will have to ansr comprehension questions is

a strong motivation to increase rate without loss of compre-

hensión.

In evaluating functional reading skills, teachers have to

rely primarily on their on resources Sorne reading manuals

contain practice exercises for developing specific study skills

and other skills related to the content areas These exercises

may be used directly or can give ideas to make exercisés. In

the superior grades the teacher can test specific skills

recently taught, the meaninof technical forins, finding entries
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- in dictionaríes arldeiDyclopedias. Exercises also show which

children 1-iave understood and successfuliy coinpleted and which

have nót. For the second group, taiking about the difficul-

ties experienced with each child in doing the exercises may

be better than another test. A useful procedure is to ask

the child to do again the iteins where he was wrong, giving

his reasons and explaining hís steps.

To test comprehension there are modeis of reading. For

knowing the comprehension the teacher may ask questíons about

the paragraph. The questions may be miineographéd. So the

teacher knows the slow readers and tríes to form groups and' he

tríes to reinforce their pupils' weaknesses.

The teacher uses at first a screening test and after an

informal reading ínventory (IRI), that it is a series of

-	 graded selectios.

TI-P- aim of all these efforts is the pupils can get useful

informnation and become good reader's." (1)

1. Cf. Albert J. Harris-Edrd R. Sipay: How to. teach Reading, Unit 6.



C H A P T E R 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVESTIGATION

2.1, CMRACTERISTICS OF TI-lE STUDENTS: AGE, NUMBER, COURSES

The applícation of the xperiment was developed in the fífth course of

the,High School "La Dolorosa" The same is divided in three special-

itie s:

a i'athematics with to parallels. Parallel A with 24 students, and

Parallel B with 28 students.

b.. Químico-Biol6gicas with 32 students.

c• Filos6fico-Sociales with 36 students.

The overage of their ages is 17 years approximately.

2,2. DCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE: CONTROL GROUP AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP.

Wth the students of the fífth course of High School "La Dolorosa" five

rding techníques are going to be applied: Main Idea, Fact and Opinion,

Retion Cause .-effect, Skimming-Scanning, Generalizing and Summarizing.

Tle Fifth course is divided in two groups: The Control Group and the

Etrimental Grotip. The total of students is 120. The students who

beiGng to the experimental group are those of especialization of Math-

entics, and The Control Group are those who belong to the specializa-

tai of Químico-Bíol6gicas and Filos6fico Socialés. The first group

(qerimental Group) will receive three classes w±th each technique,

twVJ. 15 classes; and the second group (Control Group) will receive the

sa number 9f classes but without any technique. After each class in

bwti groups the evaluation will be done and the score will be registered

ii the sheet of evaluatjon.
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The attendance to class of the students of tbe two groups is regu-

lar because they are in the last courses of Secondary Education, conse-

quently, there are the participation of all students in the apphication

of the reading techniques as a new methodology in the Reading Conre-

hensión. In the experimental group as wehl as in the controll group,

the classes are taught with a prevíous daily class plan and all the

materíais and the exercises for each techniqiie.

2 6 3. ANALJYSIS OF THE STUDENTS' CRITERIA ABOUT HOW THEY HAVE RECEIVED THE

ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION	 CLASSES.

After teaching Reading Comprehension thróugh the application of sorne

techniques the students' criteria had to phases: At the start there

was a brief díscussjon of Reading Comprehension and Translation of a

Reading only to try to make clearer what Reading Cornprehension ís. It

is hikely that students will not inediately understand Reading Compre-

hensin but it vas hoped that they wihl graduahly get a feeling for it

as they preceed through the classés

After the first class about the employment of the Main Idea as a

Reading Technique, the students learned to use the abiity to find out

the rnost irnportan-t thing an author is trying to say, the Main Idea or

central thought was, perps the most valuable comprehension skill.

The differen-t opinions favorable because this meant an enterta jment the

selectionof Main Idea, the distinction between essential and nonesseri-

tial information and between the rnost irnportant idea and details.

In the selme waythe students felt interest with the rest of the

readirig techniques as Fact and Opinion, relation Cause-effect, Skimrnjn

and scanning,.e-tc Most students get so accustomed to read with these

techniques lecause they are motivated by distractions, confortable

study, positive posture feeling for something, and pleasurable expecta-
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tión.

Students tend to enjoy activities asked in the evaluation procedure;

they are easy for them, and in which they feel safe and secure.

A number of factors interact to influence reading interest. These

fail mainly into two categories:

- Personal Factors, and

- Learning of a new technique or procedure.

To the first belong the age, sex, intelligence attitudes, etc.

According with the age, most student display and ínterest in stories of

certaín characters of their own age. The reader' s sex may influence

reading ínterest because it becornes more pronounced by the Junior High

School than in elernentary school. Their inteiligence is bríght, read

more, and have a wider range and more nature reading interet.

Analysing tbe Second Factor, the different exercises developed with

each teachníque, the students felt satísfaction because this meant

recreational activity, enjoyment with tie practical exercises, etc.

2.4. ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT:

In the teaching-leaniíng process of English Language for foreign students,

it is importarit to teach not only grammatical rules, vocabulary but the

student can read, understand what he reads The Englísh teacher can use

many procedures, didactic resources in order to teach how the students

can understand the readings.

In the present case, 1 am going to experirnent how sorne reading tech-

niques can develop skílls to cornprehend readings. The experiment is

based on the application of sorne techniques to coinprehend in the best way

what the student reads The students who receíve the experirnent is

called the EXPERIMENTAL GROUP. Other students who receive the classes
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about reading is called the CONTROL GROUP.

The place where the experiment is applied is t "LA DOLOROSA" High

Schoól. The fifth courses is divided according with the specializatión.

The courses whose specialization is Mathenatics receive the reading com-

prehension classes with the techniques (experimental group).

The courses whose specialization is Químico-Biol5gicas and Sociales

receive reading comprehension without any technique (control group).

The contents of the reading are the saine for both groups. The nuin-

ter of the classes is equal for both groups.

The set of actívíties for the learners(both groups) is specified

in the daily class plan.

The evaluation will be scored / 20 points.

2,5. APPLICATION OF THE TECHNIQUES WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP.

Teaching of Techniques in the fifth:cours of "La Dolorosa" High Schoól.

TECHNIQUES

2.5 0 1. Main Idea

2.5.2. Fact and Opinion

2,5.3. Cause-Effec-t

2.5.4. Skimming/Scannjng

2,5.5 Generalizing axid Suniari±ing

2.5.1. Ffrst Technique: Main Idea

1. Schedule:

Monday

Tue sday
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2, Nro Classes: TWD

3. Objectives: At the end of the study of the MAIN IDEA TECHNIQUE,

the student i 11 be able to:

3.1. Identify the main idea in a article, a paragraph, etc

3.2. Recognize the purposes of the writer.

3.3. Understand what he reads.

4 Didactic Materials:

4.1. Permanent: Cha1ks erasers, chalkboard, copy-books,

rulers, etc

4.2. Informative: Books, magazines, nespapers, dictionaries,

etc.

4.3. Experimental: The readings with all the activities for

evaluating.

5. Evaluatiori:

After the apph±cation of the technique in each class, the stu-

-	 dents receive the sheets dth the readings and the activities

to develop. These activities are evaluated from 1 to 20 points,

and the score obtained for each student is registered in order

to compare with the score of the students of the control group.

2.5.2. Second Technique: Fact and Opinion

1. Schedule: Monday, T'uesday

2,. Nro, of classes: Two

. Objectives: At the end of the study of the FACT AND OPINION

TECHNIQUE, the student %dll be able to:

3.1. Distinguish the facts from the opinions,

3.2.. Identify the facts and opinions underlining in a Reading.

- í Didactjc Material:

4,1. Permanent: Chalks,erasers, chalkboard, copy-looks,
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rulers, etc.

4.2, Inforuiative: Books, magazines, newspapers, dictionaríes,

etc.

4 0 3. Experimental: The readings w:ith all the actívíties for

evaluatiíig.

5. Evaluation:

After the applícation of the technique in each class, the stu-

dents receíve the sheets with the readíngs and the activítíes

setto develop. The same are evaluated from 1 to 20 •poínts,

and the score obtairied for each student is regístered in order

to compare with the score of the students of the control group.

2.5.3. Thitd Techníque: Cause-Effect

•	 1. Schedule: Monday and Tuesday

2. Nro, of classes: TWD

3. Objectíves: At the erad of the study of the Cause-effect Tech-

nique, the student wihl 1e able to:

3.1. Recogníze the relation cause-effect,

3.2. Make relatíons of cause-effect.

4. Didactíc Material:

4.1. Permanent: Chalks, chalkboard, copy-books, rulers, etc.

4.2. 1 formative: Books, magazines, newspapers, díctionaries,

etc

4 0 3, Experimental: The readings with all the activities for

evaluating.

5. Evaluation:

After the application of the tecbnique, in each class, the

students receive the sheets withthe readings and the activi-

ties set to develóp. The same are evaluated from 1 to 20
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poínts, and the score obtained foreach student is registered

in arder to compare with the score of the students of the

control grouip,

2 0 5.4, Fourth Technique: Skimming and Scanning

1, Schedule: Monday and Tuesdáy,

2. Nro, of classes: Ts

3. Objectives: At the end of the study of the SKINMING AND

SCANNING TECHNIQUE, the student will be able to:

3 9 1, Skim in a reading givén,

3 0 2. Sean within in a reading,

4. Didactjc Material:

4,1, Perinanent: Chalks, eraser, chalkboard, copy-books,

rulers, etc.

4,2, Informative: Books, inagaines, newspapers, dictionaries,

etc.

4.3. Experimental: The readings with all the activities for

evaluating,

5, Evalua-tjon:

After the apphication of the technique in each class, the stu-

dents receive the sheets with the readings and the activíties

set to develop. The same are evaluated from 1 to 20 paints,

and the score obtained for each student is registered in

arder to compare with the score of the students of the control

groüp,

cm
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2 9 5.5. Fífth Techn±que: Generalizing and •Summarizing

1. Schedule: Monday and Tuesday.

2, Nro, of classes: Two

3, Objectives:. At the end of the study of GENERALIZING AND

SUMMARIZING, the student will be able to:

3.1. Generalize and sumarize the contents or the meaning of a

reading givén.

3.2. Understand what they read through the process of

suniariziñg and generalizing,

14, Didactic Material:

4.1. Perianent: Chalks, eraser, chalk]oard, copy-books,

rulers, etc

4.2, Informative: Books, magazines, newspapers, dictionaries,

etc.

4,3. Experimental: Tbe readings i.d.th all the activities for

the evaluation activity.

S. Evaluation:

After the apphication of the technique in each class, the stu-

- -	 -	 ---	 dents receive the sheets with the readings and the activíties

set to develop. The sanie are evaluated from 1 to 20 points,

and the score obtained for each students is registered in order

•	 to compare with the score obtained for the students of the

control group.

2,6. MATERIALS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENT

2.601.First:Tec1nique: Main Idea

Materials: Tbree Readings
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2.6.1.1. Firt Reading

Americans generally work from thirty-fíve to forty hours

a ek • In the United States, almost all the single

women work; and many married ç'ornen do, too. They are

often teacher, nurses, hibrarians, secretaries, or

clercks Sorne women are doctors, lawyers, or dentists.

The people generally hard Americans are efficient,

and time is ímportant to thérn. They are very active.

They are always busy, and often in a hurry, lut they are

also friendly.

American schools begin in September after a long

summer vacation. There are two semesters in a school

year; the first sernester is from September to January,

and the second semester in from Frebruary to Jurie. The

-	 majority of American children go to pubhic school in

every part of the country, and they are free from the

kindergarten through high school

High School students take only four or five subjects

at the time They usuahly go to the same cha sses every

day, and they have an assignmént for every class. They

often have one- or two periods in school, but they have

to studyat home, too. They also enjoy many school

activities during the year, including band, orchestra,

chorus, games, assemblies, plays, and dancés.

Americans hike sports very much. In the fall the

popular sport isfootbahl, All the high schools and

universíties have their teams. The boys on the teams

practice after school every day. The game with other

VI
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schools are usually on Saturdays afternoons. Thousands

of people, young,.and oid, Yatch these footbail games

in Séptern]er, October,.and Novembér.

In the winter the polar sport is basketball. There

is usuaily a garne every Friday night in one school

gyrnnasiurn or anothér. Sorne parts of the United States

have a lot of snow and ice during the wintér. Mariy

people there, iike to ski or skate. In the other seasons

Spring and Suinmer, rniilions of Americans enjoy ]asebéil.

The schols have thé± garnes in the Spring, but the

irnportant professionals teams play during the Surnmér.

Of course, a lot of people go swirnrning in the Surniner,

too. Sorne also play tennis or golf, and others go

fishing.

Activjtje s:

Finding the Main Ideas:

• A. Main Idea: Identífy the Main Idea óf each passage.

Then write it on Unes.

1,. Main Idea for the first passage is ..............

2. Main Idea for the decond passage is ............

3. Main Idea for the third passage is ..........

B. Wrking with rds: Write the opposite of the words

written on the left.

1 • women	 3. hard

2. single	 . ........... LI. active ............-.
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5 • children . . • . , • • • , • • • •	 g • voung

6. suinmer	 • . e e • . . ......10. night

7. public
	

11. ice

8. rnuch
	

12. enjoy

C. Interpreting Ideas: Check the pi-irase that completes

the sentence correctly.

When we say:, In the United States the single and the

rnarried wómen 'work. It rneans:

1. In the United States everylody works	 (	 )

2. Sorne perns like to ork_ 	 (	 )

3. It is necessary to work	 (	 )

2.6,1.2. Second Reading

Americans like to travel. Their country is very large.

•They want to see interesting. places in the- East, and in

the West, the North and the South Sorne go by plane or

by train, others take boat trips or bus trips, but the

rnajority travel in their on cars Many faxnilies take

an automobile trip during the Surninér. The tourist

business is .a big business in the United States.

Tbére are over fifty miflion cars in the country.

In fact, more than seventy per cent (70%) of the families

own one. A car is very irnportant in the life of an

American lecause he uses it for business as vnll as for

pleasure. American cities have wide streets, and there

are good roads in all parts of the country. There is a
cm

lot of traffic on -these roads durng the sumrner because

that is vacation time for the majority of Americans.
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Activities:

A. Main Idea

Check the title tMt best describes the inain idea of

the article.

1. ......The United States is a large

country.

2. ............... Vehiclesandtourism.

3,,	 The traffic in the United Statés.

,.... Wide Roadsand Streets

B. Check two reasons that best explain why

AMERICANS LIKE TO TRAVEL

1. .............because there are good roads.

• 2. ............. because there are four seasons.

3.............. because it is vacation tirne

... .....because the country is very large.

O. Máin Idea: When a wrd means the same or almost the

saxne, it is called a synonym. Match each

word on the left with its synonym by writing the

correct letter next to it

1. ....... travel	 a necessary

• 2 ........ to see	 b. vehicle

3. . ......tars	 c to watch

important	 d. trip

5. ....... traffic 	 e. transport

D. Write T next to statements ttt are trüe Write F

next to the statements that are false.

1 . ........ The United States is not a very large

country.

2. ....... . There are not four seasons in the United

Staté s.
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3. The roads are good in the United Statés

There are interesting places in all parts

of the United Statés

2.6.1.3. Third Reading

Sorne American women make their own dresses, and many

inake clothes for their childrén The majoríty of

Americans, however, buy their clothes ready-made.

There are several harge department stores in most

American citiés. There are other small stores, too; hut

people like the big stores because they can usuahhy do

all their shopping in one plaóe. Many department stores

also have a restaurant for lunch. They open at fine-

thirty or ten in the ulorning, and they close at five-

thirty or six in the afternoón In a department store,

there are generaily rnany coats, dresses and suits alike

They come in all sizes. In sorne departments the clothes

are expensive, and in others, they are cheap. Of course,

the price depends on the quahity and the style.

Actívj.tjes:

Main Idea

A. Check the phrase that best identify the rnain idea of

the article

1. ...... ready-made dresses.

2....... large departrnent stores

3 ...... quahity and style.

American dresses.
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B, Check the phrase or phrases that best complete each

sentence.

1. People like big stores because

a. they buy in one place.

b. they find quality and style.

C, they eat in the restaurant of the store0

2. Sorne American women don't make their own dresses

becausé

a. ..... they buy their clothes ready-made.

.b. ..... they don't spend a lot of monéy.

c. .....the children dont like clothes made by

their mothers

C. Find the rds in the article that have the foliowing

meanings:

1. possess, have ....... ................. (part 1)

2. dresses	 .....................(part 1)

3.major	 (parti)

. lxig, enormous	 .................(part 1)

S. shop, market	 .................(part 2)

6. little, miniature	 .................(part 2)

7. space, location	 .................(pax'-t 2)

8 dimension, extent 	 .................(part 2)

9, kind, type	 .................(part 2)

10. attribute.,i characteristics ..........(part 2)

2.6.2. Second Technique: Fact and Opinion

Mateiials:	 Three Readings.

2.6.21. First Reading
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What is America? Is it a country, a contínent, or a

hemísphere? It is all of these things. To sorne people,

Arnerica rneans the New World in general, a world of

opportuníty; to others, it represents North America,

Central America, or South Ainerica. People also refer

to Latín America and Spanish America. To many, hoever,

America means just one country, United Statés.

lii a general sense, all the people of Arnerica are

Ainericans, )ut they usually have another name. They are

specífícally Brazihians, Mexicans, or Canadíans, accord-

ing to the official name of their:country.

For this reason, a citizen of the "United States of

America," is specífícally en American. Perhaps his

father was from England or Sdén Perhaps his grand-

parents were from Germany, Turkey, or China s Perhaps he

has a French narne or a Spanísh name, and perhaps his

neighbor has en Itahían name, a Greek name, or a Japanese

neme. Each name represents a certaín cultural background,

hut all of these peopie are Americans. The United States

is truly a "melting pot".

What are these Americans like? They are very much

like people everys.*lere, but they are also different

because of their environment This is natural, and it

is true of people all over the world

We uve in different countries, we have different

customs, arid we speak different languagés. No wonder

it is difficul-t to understarid one another.
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Activities:

A. Write (F) in front of the sentence if it is a fact

Write (0) in front of the sentence if it is a

opinión.

1. .....Ainerica is an hemisphere.

2. ..... Arnerica means the New World.

3. .....Americans are very much like people.

1+. ..... America as a continent has nny countries.

S. ..... In each country there are different custoins.

6 ..... Nexicans have the best music

7. ..... Canadjans uve iii the North of America

8 . ..... Brazilian names are djffjcult names to write

9,.	 Ecuador has the best cliinate of the world.

10 .....A citizen of the United States of America is

an Americana

B. Circle two sentences that are Fact:s

Circle Three sentences that are Opiníons.

2.6.2.2. Second Reading

-	 Postal Custorns

Besídes the main post office downtown, there are many

branches in a large city. There are also big mailboxes

on certain corners, perhaps every two or three blocks.

Thus, if a person has stamps, he can mail letters near

his home. A mail truck picks up these letters near his

hometimes a day and takes them to the main post office.

Mi Aimerican mailman(postman) delivers mail once a

day to private homes and three times a day to business
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offices downton. In the country, where each house has

a mail box besides the road, the mailman arrives by car

every day and puts the mail in these mailboxés. He

carnes letters and postcards, magazines and sinali

packages; there is also a lot of advertising in the mail

as well as envelopes with bilis in thém. Be aiways has

a heavy load at Christmas time, when people send cards

or packages to their friends and relativés.

Act ivitie 5

A. Wnite (F) in front of the sentence if it is a Fact.

Wnite (0) in front of the sentence if it Ls Opinión.

1. ..... An American mailman delivers rnail ecause he

is a good empioyee.

2. .....He always has a heavy load at Christmas time.

3. ..... He carnes letters and postcards, magazines

and packages

The large cities have the best post officés

5 .......A maii truck up the letters several times a

day.

6,. ..... if a person has stams, he can'rnail létters

riear his home

7. ..... The postman delivers the letters and postcards

only by carg

8. .....In the big cities there are mailboxes on

certain Corners.

The envelops with bili are on the post office

only.

10. .....The postman delivers mail three times a day
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to business officés

B. Decide whether these statments are True or False.

Check the statements that are trúe

1. .... . There are not inany branches in small cities.

2. ..... When a person has stamps in his borne, he can

mailletters near hís home,

3. ..... A mail truck takes the letters to the main

post office.

The heavy load for the postman is in Christmas

time.

5. .....The people who Uve on the road, receive the

letters every day.

2.6.2.3. Third Reading

Education for ah

Perhaps you know that the American system of éducation

is different in sorne ways from yours. Briefly, it is a

system of public education for all American children,

the rich and the poor alike. In a country as large and

varied as the iinited States, it is a buge task to give

all the children a good education.

The national government: takes a general interest

in the nation' s schools, but it does not control the

academic program, the training of teachers, or the

operation of the scbools. This work is responsability

of each state and its school districts. As a result the

public schools in sorne states are better than in others,

but the general plan of education isthe same in all fifty

state 5.
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American show a great of deal of interest in their

children's educatión. The parents often visit the

school and rneet the teachers and every American

supports the school when he pays his state taxés

He also pays taxes to the school district if he owns

property there. This tax rnoney helps to build

schools, buy equiprnent, and pay the teachers. These

schools are free to all the children in the school

district

Activitie s

A. Write (F) in front of the sentence if it is a

Fact Write (0) in front of the sentence if it

is an Opinión.

1. ..... There is a specific program of studies

in each country.

2 .....In the United States the education for

all the American children, the rich and

the poor is alike

3. .....Sorne states have the best training for

teachers.

4. .,... The education of Arnericans is respons-

abihi-ty of each state

5. ..... Arnericans have a great interest in their

children's educations.

6 . ..... Sorne states pay more rnoney to the

teachers.

7. ..... The national governrnent does not control

the academic prograrn.
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8. ... Sorne Americans like the education of other

states.

9. ... The parents often visit the teachers because

they need to know the knowledge of their Sons.

10 0 ... Every American supports the schools when he

pays bis state taxes.

B. Circie the word or phrase that completes the Fact

Sentence correctly.

1, The American system of education is dífferent frorn

others because it,.,

a, has new technology,

• b. has its own customs,

c, is situated in the North Hernisphere,

2. T.he education in sorne states is better than others

because each district has its owri,,,

a, taxés,

b. responsability.

c academic program.

2.6.3, Thir.d Technique: Relation Cause-Effect

Materíais: Three Readings

2 0 6.3.1, First Reading

Sorne people from the country think that the city life is

the rnost interesting. They come to visit friends or go

to the hotel in the city. They stay for a few days or

as long as a weék.

Sorne visitors think that foreign restaurants are
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the best part of the City life. Other have the nicest

time in museums. But many people think that movies or

concerts are the most important attrac-tíonsof the

city, and most visitors like to go shopping for clothes

or presents.

Iii the cities there also many parks, different types

of people tall buildings, and other interesting things

to sée. Cfties also have the busíest streets. After a

few days in the city, the visitors begin to think about

the country. They remember the trees and flowers. They

suddenly do not want to see near the talle st building or

the busiest streét. Now they prefer a quite place. They

want to return home the country.

Activities

A. Write the number of the Cause in front of the correct

Effect.,

Cause	 Effect

1. Because the city life	 a .... People from country

is interesting	 go shopping to the

citiés.

2. Because in the cities hb. ... It is impossible

there are foreign to walk dotown

restaurants.

3. Because the country is c 	 After a few days,

quiet.	 they are sad.

14 Because cities have
	

d. .... People from country

muse ums	 alys go to the

citiés.
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Cause

S. Because the visitors

remeinher the trees and

the flowers.

6. Because the visitors

prefer a quiet place

7. Because visitors buy

clothes and presents.

8. Because they remember

the country

9. •Because the streets are

busiest.

10. Because there are not

anything to büy.

Effect

e. ..... People from

country eat dif-

ferent kinds of

foót

f . .....Visitors wants

to return home,

g. .....Visitors can

rernefnber things

and old facts.

h. ..... People from

country think

about country.

After a few days,

visitors don't

like citiés...

j• ..... People frorn

country go

shopping.

2.6.3.2. Second Reading..- Relation Cause-Effect

People from the city often take vacations in the country.

They swiin and walk in the rnountains or ride bicycles en

country roads. They see rnany trees, plants,. and anirnals.

Sorne think that the clear sky and the moon and bright

starts at night are the rnost beautiful things in the

country. Others like to hear the sounds of the anirnals

best

At first people enjoy the country. But at last they
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prefer tbe city. After a iek they are boréd. They

nt to return to the City and its many activites. Now

they rnost want to see the inovie or be back on a busy

streét. They leave for borne in the City.

Pctívitíes

A. Write the nuinler of the Cause in front of the Correct

Effect,

Cause	 Effect

1. People from the cities : a. .... because they take

enjoy the clear sky,	 vacation in the

the bright stars, and	 country.

the anirnais.

2. They are quiet under the b.....lecause they swirn,

trees.	 waik in the

rnountains.

3. After a days, they want : 	 •.. because they are

to return hoine.	 loréd.

4. People from the cities 	 d. .... because they like

like to leave home»	 to hear the sounds

of

S. People from cities are	 e. .... Eecause they think

happy in the country that these things

are iinportant and

necessary.

B. Check the tatements that best describe the effeCt of

the foliowing causee

because they are bored and tired.
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1.	 . People froin cities that work hard in their

offices leave houies to the country.

2 .....People from cities don't have work.

3. ..... Life in the cities is interesting.

Lib . ..... People from citiés take vacations on the

country.

C. Check the Statements that .best describe the cause of

the foliowing effects.

People frorn the cities do not enjoy the sounds of the

animais,

1. .....because they are working in their office.

2. ..... because they do not know the birds

3. ..... because the noise of the cars,

because the parks are far from the offices.

2,6.3.3. Third Reading.- Relation Cause-Effect

Overpopulation is one of our greatest problems. It is a

world problem as well as a problem of concern to our own

country.

Protection of the environinent is another problem

that affects all of us. Of the many problems of the

modem world, three stand out in importance. This

problem is closely related to the problem of the over-

populatión.

Race relatíons is another of our country's inost

important problems.

Activities:
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A. Write the number of the Cause in front of the correct

Effect.

Cause	 Effect

1. Overpopuiation in the 'a .... orkable problems.

citiés.

2. Lack of protection of b. .... irnpurity of air.

the environment

3. Race relatión.	 c. •... social problems.

4. Concern problems
	

d. .... equalíty of problems.

B. Number these sentences so that they showin order the

subsequent effects. Take in mmd the foliowing causés.

Cause

t7: The overpopulation in the cities.

1. .....there are many people without work

2. ..... there are problems of health.

3. •.... sorne of them die with anaemia.,

all needs are not attendéd_

S. ..... the crirninality appears everyhere.

6. ..... people from country become alcohohic persons.

7. ..... people of countrie like the life of the citiés.

8. •.... there are not the sufficent foods in the

citiés.

9. .....people from country do not work in their

fertile lands,

10. ..... they leave homes to enjoy the attractions of

the city.

2.6.4. FourthTechnique: Skimming-Scanning

Natexials: Three Readings
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2.6.4.1. First Reading

In 1928 an English doctor was wrking in his laboratory

in a London Hospital. The doctor's name is Alexander

Fieming. One day he found a tiny of rnold in a dish that

he was using in hís work, He started to throw the moid

away. Then he noticed that it seemed unusual. He kept

the moid and studied it for a long time. He discovered

that it could kill gerns. He named it penicilhin.

The tiny organísms that cause desease are probably

man's most dangerous enemiés. They are also so small

that they can be seen only wíth mícroscope. These tiny

organísm are called germs or mícrobes. For thousands

of years people did not know what caused desease. Sorne

people believed that desease was caused 1y an evil spirít

inside a sick persdns's body. Chcken pox is a common

children's desease

Actívities:

A. Check the correct answer,

1. Thís artícle is written by an specialist in...

a medicine

b. gerniens

c electricity

• 2. Which of the following makes a true comparison?

a. The penicillin is older than the deseasés.

b. The germs are thé same age the desease.

c. Microbes and germs are the sarne.

3. The discovery of the penícillín by the Dr. Alexander
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Fieming was importan because:

a. the penicillin kilis the tiny organisms.

b. the penicillin kilis the microbes.

C. the penicillin kilis the evíl spirit.

4. With the help of the microscope, it is posible to

see

a. the penicillin.

b. the germs and the microbes,

c. the sick person's body.

S. Does this article deal with:

a children's desease,

b. man i s dangerous enemies.

c the penicilhin as the medicine to kill microbes.

6. How many times does the word TINY occur in this

article? (	 )

7. Tien was penicilhin discovered?

2.6.4.2. Second Readíng

Thomas A. Edison was an American inventór. He vas lorn

in Ohio in 1847. Through his hife he worked in various

technícal and scientífícal fields. He hecame very suc-

cessful and famous. He is specially famous for invent-

ing the electric light..

The ideas of Thomas A. Edison, who was one of the

world's great inventors, affect almost every part of our

hives	 en we pick up a telephone, we are using some

of. his ideas. Wnen we turn on an electric light, we are

benefiting by his ideas. Wnen Yc put a record on a
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phongraph or watch a movie, we are enjoying the results

of his ideas. His inventions had an importan effect on

the iho1e field of electricity.

Today we depend on electricity more than we realize.

Electricity gives us light in darkness, warmth in winter,

and coolness in sunmtér. It cookes our food and washes

our clothes and dishes 0 It help us shave, sew, and

clean the house E1ectricitygivesus inovies, and tele-

vison to entertain us in our free time.

Activities

For scanning:

A. Look at the second paragraph and write on unes when

we use the électrícity.

. ....... se.. ......................

B. Choose the best subtitles to third passage.

a. Importance of électricity.

b. Television and movies with electricity.

c. The suininer and the winter with the electricity.

C. In .*iich of the foliowing fields, electricity help ús.

Check the correct answér,

a. play footlall.

b. medicine.	 -

c. fishing.

D. Cer-tain vords about Edison's life belong to the

present and past. Write the number of each word under

the correct heading.

1. was born	 2. benefiting	 3,. became
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1. srked

5 clean

6. today

•	 PRESENT

7. shave

8, enjoying

PAST

. . .. . • •I•I•••I•..

Activít íes

For skimming

1. Read as quickly as you can, and answer the following

questíons.

This article refers to:

EDISON	 ELECTRICITY	 MOVIES

2. Thjs article ends as-

...............

electricity	 electricíty in	 electricity

help us	 •	 the kitchen	 in T.V.

206. 1 1 9 3. Third Reading.- Skimming and Scanning Techniques

Hollywood used to be a inagic word in the early days of

motion pícture. It is still the movie capital of the

United States, but the motion picture industry is inter-

national flow. Americans in large cities often have the

opport1ulity to see films from England, France, Italy,

Sden, Mexico, or Japan. Each one is interesting in a
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different way; each one showns something of the life in

that Country.

Today the magic word seerns to be televisión, People

used to say "1 heard that on the radio," but, now they

often say. "1 saw that on T.V. News, Information, and

entertairnent--na-tjonal and world events all come into

the living room today. A person sirnply has to tuni on

his T.V. or turn it off whenever he wishes.

American fairiiies often gather around their televi-

sion set in the evening. Some of the best programs are

then, such as plays, concerts, movies, and special

reports. Many T.V. stations begin to ]roadcast at six

in the rnor'riing and continue until rnidnight, or later.

Of course, there are prograrns of all kinds for people

of all agés.

What a]out educational television? It is growing

fast in the United Státés 0 Sorne colleges and city

schools have their own educational T.V. systems. Classes

in different rooms can hear and see the sarne teacher at

the sarne time. The best teachers often give these T.V.

classes, and this means that there is better instruction

for more students0

International television is equal excitiñg. Dis-

tance seerns to disappear when voices and pictures can.

travel arround the world in a few seconds. Sorne day

with more satelhites like Telstar and early Bird, people

wil Le able to send and receive many Uve programs frorn

one continent to anothér. Isn't that rnagic?
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Adtivit íes

A. Read as quick as possible then .answer the questions.

1. Wt is tbe general idea of the article?

2. Does the article teil us about the importance of

TV?.

3. Is ±he article of special interest?

4. Does TV help to the education system?

........ . 1••

S. Are there programs for all people?

. ..................................

6. Do the TV programs begin at six in the morning?

7. Do you see international events in our City?

. Where do the people see films from óther countries?

B. Check the word or wrds whích best Anser the questions.

1. The movie capital of the Uníted States is

a. Hollywood

b. London and England

c Washington

2. Is property of the United States the motion picture

índustry?

a. Yes, it is

b. No, it is not

c. Yes, it is now
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3. Now, it is easy to see programs from one continent

to another thanks to the

a TV international

ID. satellites cables

c international radios

4. There i.s a letter instruction in the educational

system because of...

a. the best teachers with TV. classes

b. classes by TV everywhere

c colleges and schools have their own educational

TV systém.

S. In which paragraph do you find the different kinds

of programs?

a in the first

b. in the second

c. in the third

6. In which paragraph do you find the two means of

cominun icat ion?

a in the fifth

• b. in the second

c. in the third

2.6.5. Fifth Tecbnique: Generalizing and •Summarizing

?laterials: Tbree Readings

2.6.5.1, First Re3ding

In 1608 a Dutch inventor, Hans Lippershey, inventend the

first tele scope. He accidentally heid two lens in front
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of him and looked at the weather vane on the top of a

church zteeple. This gaye Líppershey the idea for a

telescope. He used two convex lens. A convex lens

curves out on both sidés. Objects appeared closer

through Lippershey's telescope, but they also appeared

upside down

Shortly after Lipperstey invented hís telescope,

the Italian astronomer Galileo built a different type

of telescope. He used a convex lens and concave lens.

A concave lens is bowlshaped on both sidés. Seen

through Galileo's telescope, objects did not appear

upside down to the viewér.

An English scientist, Sir Isac Newton, developed

the reflecting telescope in the last half of the seven-

teenth century. Are reflecting telescope has amirror

tht -focus the light from a star to forin an image of

the stár. This iinage is then magnified by a convex

eyepiece.

Activities

On the lines lelow write four things that you learned

about the telescope. You may reread thearticle before

you decide.

1. ....................................................

2. ...............................................

3........................ ............................
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.................. ...................................
..

2.6.5.2. Second Reading

Burria is slightly sTnaller than the state of Texas, but

it has more than twice as many people. It has ti.o main

regions, Upper Burna and Lower Burna. Upper Burna, with

its mines of green jade and the or1d's finest rubies,

contains most of the mineral wealth, Loer Burna, with

its many rice fields, contains the agricultural wealth.

A typical faií1y in a víllage in Upper Burna owns

(by itself or with other families) perhaps fifteen acres

of land. Usually a family has its own house, garden,

and yoke of oxén. Farmers uve in víllages rather than

on t1ir own lands.

Houses in Burna are built with walis of bamboo

matting, board floors and thatched roofs They are

usuafly built upon posts about five feet aLove the

ground. Underneath is kept the spinning and weavng

equipment with which the women inake cotton cloth0

Activities:

On the unes lelow write four things that you learned

ahout life in Burna that are different from life in our

country. You may reread the ar-ticle before you decíde

1.	 ..•.• ................................................
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2. •.... •

. . . •I••••. •• •• . .

3. .......	 . ..	 . ._.

•es•••.....

L.	 .	 e •

	

e e	 e e.

206.5 0 3. Thjrd Reading

Computers perform inany different kinds of sork. They

heip, for example, keep bank records accurate and can

quickly figure interest on savings accounts and loans.

In other business matters, paychecks and bilis are

prepared by computér. They are also used in the gui-

dance of spacecraf and have played an importan partin

planning and carrying out space projects. Yet computers

are capable of doing ever more.,

A computer has the ability to store rnilhions of

bits of inforination in cornpact units 0 The newest com-

puters can do a million simple arithrne-tic problems a

second. Because the machines work so fast, computér

experts are now trying to find stili more used so that

the computers can be kept busy.

In addition to all the s. ork cornputers do, they can

provide amusement tóo. People who work with computers

enjoy programining them to play games hike chess arid

tick-tack-toe. Sorne programmers have made their com-

puters write niusic in the styles of various classical

colnposers. Cornputers are now beiig used to compose

modern music, loth serious and light.
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Activities:

After reading the article carefully, check each of the

foliowing generalizations.

1. .... More uses and more users of computers mean a

wider range of jobs,

2 .... The •coinputer índustry isthe largest in the

world.

3. .... The programmer transiates the instructionsof

the computér.

The computers are marvelous machines that will

become more available to the average man.

S. .... The use of computers is importan in the economy

of a country.

6. .... The computers help the man to save time and

energy.

7. .... Short traiiiing courses are required tá become a

computer operatór.

8. .. The best invention of this century is the coui-

putér.

2.7. MATERIALS USED IN TI-lE CONTROL GROUP

The materjais used in the teaching of reading comprehension were the same

as those usedin the experimental group during the taught classes but,

the procedure was different. In the experimental group the five reading

techniques were applied while in the control group the taught classes

about reading comprehension,, the traditional system, was used

Reading is a skil Sometímes it is done so automatically that
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someone does not think of it either as a reading of as a skill to be

practicéd. Naturally all skills must be practiced, and often concen-

trated exercises is needéd.

The reading techniques used is intended to help the students of

experimental group to be a better readér. The reading techniques helped

the students to set better understariding from the paragraphs

What is the difference between the use of the traditional system

and the use of the reading techniqués. Farther on the results of the

research will give the answér.

When we listen to expressions such as, "1 did not have any trouble

reading that paragraph, but 1 do not understand what 1 means; this is

the traditional system, the students(readers) probably recognize most

ords they see, but there is much more reading than just recognizing

word

In the traditional system, the teacher writes a reading on the

blackboard, the students copy it in their copy-books. Tbe teacher

reads aloud, the students read after the teachér. At the end of the

reading the students write the new words, the teacher gives the

meaning; and in the process of evaluation the teacher distributes the

sheets with the activities to develop them in the fohiowing way:

- Aquestionnaire including testing activities such as:

* Multiple-choice, vocabulary, questions

* Reading coinprehension questions. (After reading the paragraph care-

fully answer the questions). This is the characteristic of.the

traditiorial system which basis difficulty in comprebension tests,
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and in boring questions.

True-false items, the student reads the passage then ansr writing

F for false statement and T if the statement is true This is anoth-

er characteristic of the traditional systém. Once the student

received the test paper with the questions, he should answer ac-

cording to what he understood In the traditional system reading

comprehension is tested by presenting the examine with a passage

ritten in the target language, who is asked to read within a given

time limit, then his understanding of the explicít and implicít

meaning of the selection is tested by specific questions

In the teaching of reading comprehension, the principal objectíve

of the traditional system is to answer the questions given while with

the employment of the reading techniques many objectives are achíeved

like the opportunity to practice and develop áll the reading skills.

The students have the option of accepting or rejecting the ideas pre-

sented by a wrítér. Reading Comprehension, therefore, is the base ón

which critical reading is built.

From analysis of the results obtained in the two groups, áfter the

evaluation, it will be possible to compare the effectiveness of the

reading techniques.

On the next pages are included the materials (reading) in the

Control Group with all the activities to be developed in the process of

e val uat ion

2.7.1. Traditional System

Materials: Tbree Readings
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2.7.1.1. First Reading

Americans generaily work from thirty-five to forty hours

a weék In the United States, almost all the single

woman work; and many married women do, tÓo They are

often teachers, nurses, librarians, - secretaries, or,

clerks. Sorne women are doctors, lawyers or dentists

The people generally work hard Americans are efficieiit

and time is important to them. They are very active.

They are always busy, and often in a hurry, but they are

also friendly.

Mterican schools begin in September after a long

sumnier vacation. There are two semesters in a school

year; the first semester is from September to January,

and the second semester is from February to June The

majority of American children gb to pubhic school in

every part of the country, and they are free from the

kindergarten through high sc1ól

1-Iigh School students take only four or five subjects

at the time. Tbey usually go to the same classes every

day,1 and they have an assignment for every class. They

often have one or two periods in school, but they have

to study at home, too They also enjoy many school ac-

tivies dur±ng the year,. including band, orchestra, chorus,

clubs,, games, assemblies, plays, and dances.

Ñnericans like sports very much. In the fail tbe

popular sport is football All the high schools and

universjtjes have their teans The boys on the teams
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practíce after schooi evéry day. The garne wíth other

schz)ois are usually on Saturdays afternoons. Thousands

of people, young and oid, watch these footlail ganes in

September, October, and NoveTnber.

In the %±nter the polar sport is basketball. There

is usually a gane every Friday night in one schooi gym-

nasiurn or anothér. Sorne parts of the United States have

a lot of snow and ice during the winter. Many people

there, like the ski or skate. In the other seasons

Spring and Surnmer, rnilhions of Arnericans enjoy l.asebali.

The scltols have their games in the Spríng, Lut the rn-

portant professionals teams play during the Sumrnér. Of

course, a lot of people go swixnming in tl-ie Sumrner, tóo.

Soine also play tennis or golf, arid others go fishing.

Activities

After reading the passage carefully, the students wil

ansr the foliowing questions:

1. Do married vomen work?

2. Do you find a woman working as a lawyer in the United

States?

3. How many hours do the Arnericans rk?

.4. Where do the majority of children study?

S. Does the reading refer to the same thene?
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6. Does the last paragraph refer the education system?

• 7. J-Iow many subjects do the students study?

8.. What sports do the Americans practíce in winter?

•	 ..........................................

9. When do the students practice the sports?

10. When do the students play basketball?

2.7.1.2. Second Reading

AmericatElike tó travél. Their country is very large.

They want to see interesting places in the East, and in

the West, the North and tIe South. Sorne go by plane or

by train, othertake boat.stHps or bus trips, but the

majority travel in their own cars. Many families take

an automobile trip during the Suminér. The tourist

business is a big business in the United States.

There are over fifty mfllion cars in the country.

In fact, more :than seventy per cent (70%) of the fami-

lies on one. A car is very importan in the life of an

American because he uses it for business as well as for

pleasure. American cities have wide streets, and tlere

are goodsroads in all parts of the country. There is a

lot of traffic on these roads during the sumrner because

that is vacation time for the majority of Amricans.

Activities
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Después de leer detenidamente la lectura, responda a

las preguntas que se le hacen en las líneas correspon

dientes.

1. ¿Les gustas viajar a los Americanos?

• 2. ¿D6nde estén ubicados los lugares interesantes?

. ............ ...........•ø....s .................
3. ¿Explique la forma como viajan los Americanos?

4. ¿Qué actividad es buen negocio en los Estados Unidos?

...............................................

S. ¿Qué porcentaje de los Americanos tienen carros?

• ..................

6. ¿Para qué actividades, los Americanos usan sus carros?

7. ¿C6mo son las carreteras y las calles en los Estados

Unidos?

8, ¿Cuándo es el tiempo de vacaci6n en los Estados Uni-

dos?

2.7 0 1 0 3. Third Reading

Sorne American women make their own cLresses and nany make

clothes for their children The inajority of Arnericans,

however, huy their clothes ready-made.

There are several large department stores in rnost

Ainericans cities. There are other small stores, too;
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but people like the big stores because they can usually

do all their shopping in one place. Many department

stores also have a restaurant for lunch. They open at

nine-t1-irty or ten in the morning, and they close at

five-thirty or six in the afternoón. In a department

store, there are generahly many coats, dresses and suits

ahike. They come in all sizes In sorne departments the

clothes are expensive, and in others, they are cheap. Of

course, the price depends onthe quahity and the style.

Activities:

Choose the letter which best completes each sentence.

1. American women

a. use ready-inade clothes.

b. don't hike big storés.

c * go shopping at six o?clock.

2. American children

a huy thejr clothes.

• b. use clothes made by their mothers.

c. don't go to the big stores.

• 3. Big stores dontt

a. open the doors soon,

b. huy several clothes

• c. have clothes with quahity.

Li. Anericans go to the big stores because
a. they take lunch there.

b. they huy everything in one place,

c. they park their cars there.

• S. The big stores are important because
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a you find clothes in;: all sizes.

b. you find clothes with quality and style.

c. you go there at seven o'clóck.

2.7.2. Traditional System

Materials: Three Readíngs

2.7.21, First Reading

What is America? Is it a country? a continent, or a: bern-

isphere? It is all of these things. To soine people,

Arnerica means the New World in general, a world of oppor-

tunity; to others, it represents North America, Central

America, or South America. People also refer to Latín

Arnerica and Spanish America 0 To many, however, Arneríca

means just one country, United Statés.

In a general sense, all the people of Arnerica are

Arnericans, but they usuahly have another name. They are

specifícally Brazílíans, Mexicans, or Canadians, accord-

ing to the official narne of their country.

For this reason, a citizen of the "United States of

Arneríca," is specificahly an American. Perhaps bis father

lÑas from England or Sweden. Perbaps his grandparents were

from Gerrnany, Turkey, or China. Perhaps he has a French

name or a Spanish narne, and perhaps his neighbor has an

Italian name, a Greek naxne, or a Japanese name 0 Each

name represents a certaín cultural brackground, but ah
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of these people are Americans The United States is

truly a "melting pot."

What are these Americans like? They are very much

like peopie. Everywhere, 1ut they are also different

tecause of their environment. This is natural, and it

is true of people all over the world.

We uve in different countries, we have different

customs, and we speak different languagés. No wonder it

is difficuit to understand one anothér.

Activitie s:

After reading the passage carefully, ansiar the questions

given.

1. 'What is Ñnerica?

2. How do you call to the people who uve in Brazíl?

3. How do you cali to the people who live in the United

State s?

4. In how many parts is America divided?

S. How are the customs in our countries?•

Complete the foliowing sentences:

1. The people who Uve in Central America are called

2. The people who uve in Mexico are called
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3. e uve in different countries, and we speak differ-

ent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • , . . . . . . • ......• • • • •

4. A citizen of Canada is specifically a ..............

S. The grandparents of the American citízens are from

•..•.s ........... ...........................

2.7.2.2. Second Reading

Postal Customs

Besides the main post office dontown, there are many

branc1s in a large city. There are also Hg mailboxes

on certain corners, perhaps every two or three blocks.

Thus, if a person has stamps, he can mail letters near

bis home. A mail truck p±cks up these letters near his

hometimes a day and takes them to the main post office.

Mi American mailman(postman) delivers mali once a

day to private bornes arid three times a day tobusiness

offices donton 0 In the country, where each house has

a mail box besides the road, the mailman arrives by car

every day and puts the mali in these mailboxés. He

carrie.s letters and postcards, magazines and smail pack-

ages; there is also a lot of advertising in themail as

well as envelopes with bilis in thém. He always has a

heavy load at Christmas time, when people send cards or

packages to their friends and relativés.

Activitie s:

Read the passage written abo ye, then ansi.er the question
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given according with the reading.

1. Are there anotlr post offices in other places 5n the

large citítes in the United States?

.......

2. 'Where do you find another mailboxes?

..............................................

3. When does the inailman deliver the mail?

• . .. . ....... .. . .......... ......................

. How many times does the mailman delíver the mail to

the business offices?

............ .............. ............................

5. Where do you deliver the letters or the post cards

when you do not have stamps?

2.7 0 2.3. Third Readíng

Education for all

Perhaps you know that the American system of education is

different in sorne ways froin yours. Briefly, it is a sys-

tem of public education for all American children, the

rich and the poor ahike In a country as large and var-

ied as the United States, it is a huge task to give ah

the children a good educatión

The national governinent takes a general intere st in

the nation's schools, but it does not control the aça-
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dernic program, the training of teachers, or the operation

of the schools. This vnrk is responsability of each

state and its school districts. As a result the public

schools in sorne states are better than in others, but

the general plan of education is the same in all fifty

state s.

American show a great of deal of interestin their

children's educatión. The parents often visit the school

and meet the teachers and every American supports the

school when he pays his state taxes. He also pays taxes

to the school district if he owns property there. This

tax money helps to build schools, huy equ±pment, and pay

the teachers. These schools are free' to all the children

in the school district.

Activities:

After reading the passage carefuhly, check the correct

answer.

1. The American System of Education in the United States

is in all country ..................

a. the same

b. different

c. for pubhic schools

2. Each state has its own .....................of

studies.

a training

b. acadeinic program

c. systérn
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3. Who takes the interest in the nation's schools?

a each state

b. the government

c the teachers

Lt. There are . .................and

schools in the fífty statés.

a. rich ........poor

.b. pulic .......private

C. program .......training

S. American pay taxes to	 ...... .

a. buy equípment

b. plan ti-e educatíve systém

c. meet the teachers

2.7.3. Traditional System

Materíais: Three Readíngs

2.7.3.1. Fírst Reading

Sorne people from the country think that the City lífe is

the most interesting They come to visít fiiends or go

to the hótel in the city. They stay for a few days or as

long as a week.

Sorne visitors think that foreign restaurants are the

best part of the city life. Other have the nicest time

in rnUseums But many people think that movíes or concerts

are the most irnpor-tan-t attractions of the city, and most

visitors like to go shopping for clothes or presents.
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In the cities there also inany parks, different types

of people, tall buildings, and other interesting things to

sée. Cities also have the busiest streets After a few

days in the city, the visitors begin to think about the

Country. They remember the trees and flowers. They sud-

denly do not want to see near the tallest building or the

busiest streét. Now ttey prefer a quite place. They

want to return home the country.

Activities:

After reading the passage carefully, write into parenthe-

sis (T) if the statement is TRUE, and (F) if the statement

is FALSE.

1. People from the country think that the life of

thecities is not interesting.	 ( )

2. Visitors find the best food in all restaurants. ( )

• 3. People from the country always go to their

friends	 ( )

4. Visitors like to vjsj-t the museurns.	 ( )

5. The worst attractions of the city are the moviés

or the concerts.	 ( )

6. People from the country like to huy clothes or

presents.	 ( )

7. People from the City and the country are the

same	 ( )

8. After a few days the people from the country

want to return hornee	 ( )

9. They are bored by the tal buildings and the

busiest stréets..	 ( )
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10. The peple who do not have relatíves, they go

to the hotél.	 ( )

2.7.3.2. Second Reading

People from the City often taken vacation in the country.

They swírn and waik in the mountains or ride bicycles on

country roads. They see many trees, plants, and anírnais.

Sorne think that the clear sky and the noon and bright

stars at night are the rnost beautíful things in the coun-

try. Others like to hear the sounds of the anirnais bet.

At fírst, people enjoy the country. But at last

they prefer the city. After a week they are boréd. They

want to return to the city and its many activities. Now

they rnost want to see the movie or be back on a busy

street,. They leave for borne in the city.

Activitie s:

After reading the passage, circie the nurniDer of the in-

correct staternent in the foliowing groups of sentences,

according to the reading.

1. People from the city take vacatíon everywhere.

2. The rnountains are the best places to take vacations.

3. It is interesting to hear the sounds of the animals

4. When the people ride the bycicles feel boréd.

5. . It is irnpossíble to see the stars in the citiés•

6. For people of the city the first days in the country

are pleasant.
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• 7 After sorne days life in the country is boréd

8. People from the city do not see tbe movies.

9. When •. enjoy vacations, we rést of our activities.

10 For people from the city there is problem with the

busy streets.

2.7.3.3. Third Reading

Overpo.pulation is one of our greatest problems. It is

a world prollern as well as a problern of concern to our

own country.

Protection of the environrnent is another problern

that affects all of us. Of the many problems of the

rnodern world, three stand out in iniportanóe. Thisprob-

lem is closely related to tbe problem of the overpopula-

tión.

Face relations is another of our country's rnost

irnportant problerns.

Activities:

Read the passage written alove carefully, then answer if

the foliowing staternents are RIGI-IT or. WRONG. Circie as

appropriate.

• 1. Overpopulation is a type of problein

for our country.	 RIGHT WRONG

2 The plants protect the environrnerit.	 RIGHT WRONG

• 3. The lack of protection of the

environment.	 RIGHT 1RONG
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4. There is problem of racism in our

country.	 RICHT	 WRONG

5. Besides the overpopulation, the

protection of the environment there

are other problems. 	 RICHT	 WRONG

2.7.4. Traditional Syztem

Materials: Three Readings

1

2.7.4.1v First Reading

In 1928 an English doctor was working in his laboratory

in a London Hospital. The doctor' s name was Alender.

Fleining. One day he found a tiny of mold in a dish that

he was using in his w±k. He started to throw the moid

away. Then he noticed that it seerned unusul He kept

the moid and studied it for a long time. He discovered

that it could kil germs. He named it penicíllin.

°The tiny organisrns that cause desease are probably

man i s ¡no st dangerous enemiés They are also so snll

that they can be seen only with microscope. These tiny

organisrns are called germs or rnicrolés. For thousands

of years people did not know what caused desease s Sorne

people believed that desease vas caused by an evil spirít

inside a sick persons's body. Chicken pox is a comrnon

children 5 desease.

Activities:
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Choose the letter which best complete each of these sen-

tences, and circie it.

1. Dr. Alexander Fleming discovered that

a. he could kill germs

L. the mold could kill gertns

c. he had studied in London

2. Dr. Alexander Fieming found a tiny of mold

a. in the hospital,

b. in the laboratory.

c in a d.ish.

3. Dr. Alexander Fleming kept the moid for

a. killing, the tiny organisns.

b. studying it for a long time,,

c. naming it as penicillin.

• 4. The tiny organisms. are so small that we see them in.

a. the hospital

b. the microscope

c, the London city

S. Dr. Alexander Fleming named the tiny organisms .as

a. penicillin

1. germs or microbés

c_ chicken póx

2.7 0 4 0 2. Second Reading

Thomas A. Edi&n was an American inventor. He was born

in Ohio in 1847. Through bis life he worked in various

technical and scientifical fields. He hecame very suc-

cessful and famous. He is specially famous for inventing

the electric light.
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The ideas of Thomas A. Edison, who '.as one of the

world's great inventors, affect almost every part of our

lives. When we pick up a telephone, we are using sorne

of his ideas. When we turn on an electric light, we are

benefiting by his ideas When we put a record on a pho-

nograph or watch a inovie, we are enjoying the results of

his ideas. His inventions had an important effect on

the whole field of electricity.

Today ve depend on electricity more than we rea1ize

Electricity gives us light in darkness, warnrth in winter,

and coolness in suxniner. It cookes our food and i.ashes

our clothes and dishes. It heip us shave, sew,.'and clean

the house. Electricity gives us movies, and television

to entertain us in our free time.

Activities:

Choose the letter which best completes each sentence.

1. Edison..

a is an American scientist.

b was an American inventor.

c iorks in various technical fields.

2. Thomas A. Edisori invented...

a. the telephone.

b. the electric light.

c. the electricity.

3. The electricity heljs to...

a. the darkness.

b. the preparat ion of the foód.
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c waik in. wíntér

4. Edison's ideas affect..,.

a. .the movie and the T.V.

b. to hour free time.

c part of our livés.

5. People who work in the fiéld of electricíty are called

a. inventor.

b. scientist.

c electrician.

2 4 743. Third Reading

Hollywood used to he a rnagic word in the early days of

motion picture. It is still the movie capital of the

United States, but the motion picture industry is inter-

natiorial nów. Americans in large cities often have the

opporttuiity to see films from Englánd, France, Italy,

Sweden, Mexico, or Japan. Each one is interesting in a

different way; each one showns something pf the lífe in

that count±y.

Today the rnagic word seerns to be television. People

used to say "1 heardthat on the radio" but, nowthey

often say II I saw that on T.V. News, Information and enter-

tairnent---national and world events all come into the living

room today. A person sirnply has to turn on his T.V. or

turn it off whenever he wishes.

American farnilies often gather around their televi-

sion set in the evening. Sorne of the best prograrns are

then, such as plays, concerts, rnovíes, and special reports.
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Many T .V. gtations begin to broadcast at six in the rnorn -

ing and continue until inidnight, or later. Of cour,

there are programs of all kinds for people of all agés.

What aboiit educati.onal television? It is growing

fast in the United Statés. Sorne colleges and city schools

have their owri educational T.V. systems. Classes in dif-

ferent rooms can hear and see the same teacher at the sanie

time. The bést teachers often give these T.V. classes,

and this means that there is better instruction for more

student s.

International television is equal exciting. Distance

seems to disappear when voices and pictures can travel

around the world in a few seconds. Sorne day, with more

satellites like Telstar and early Bird, people will be

able to sendand receive rnany Uve prograrns from one

continent to another. Isn't that magic?

Activit ies:

After reading the passage written alove, answer if the

statements are true or false. Circie T for true or F for

false.

1. Hollywood is the movie capital of the

Unfted Statés.	 TRUE FALSE

2. Alrnost all the countríes have the picture

industry.	 TRUE FALSE

3. In sorne cíties of the United States,

Arnericans see films of England, France,

Italy, etc.	 TRUE FALSE
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•	 4. NanyT.V. stations have special reports

as the international news.

S. There is not T.V. prograrns for

cl-iildrén.

6. Each T.V. prograrn for education is not

growing fast.

7. Many T.V. stations start its prograrns

very soon, and finish very late.

8. Sorne High Schools have their own

education systém.

9. In our days it is possible to sée what

happens in Japan, through T.V.

10. International television is not

exciting because of the distance.

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE	 FALSE.

2.7.5. Traditional System

Materials: Three Readings

2 0 7.5.1 First Reading

In 1608 a Dutch inventor, Hans Lippershey, invented the

first telescope. He accidentally held tv&lens in front

of hiin and looked at the weather vane on the top of a

church steeple. This gaye Lippershey the idea for a

tele scope. He used two convex lens. A convex lens

curves out on both sidés. Projects appeared closer

cl through Lippershey's telescope,but they also appeared

upside down.
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Strt1y after Lippershey invented bis tele scope,

the Italian astronomer Galileo built a .diffe'ent type of

telescope. He used a convex lens and concave lens. A

concave lens is bowlshaped on both sides. Seen through

Galileo's telescope, objects did not appear upside down

to the viewér.

Art English scientist, Sir Isac Newton, developed

the reflecting telescope in the last half of the seven

teenth century. A reflecting telescope has a mirror

that focuses the light from a star to form an image of

the star. This image is then magnified by a convex

eyepiece.

Activities:

After reading the passage carefully, then answer the

questions that follow.

1. What is the name of the Dutch inventor?

e.. .........•.....e....... .................

2. Who developed the first reflecting telescope?

e ....... 1 .................. ...........

e..... ...............................................

3. When did Lippershey invent the first telescope?

e ...................

. Vs Galileo English or Italian?

S. Did object seen through1 Galileo's telescope appear to

be upside down?
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.2.7.5.2.. Second Reading

Burna is slightly smaller than the state of Texas, but it

has more than twice as many people. It has two main

regions, Upper Buna and Lower Burna. lJpper Burna, with

íts mines of green jade and the world's finest rubíes,

contains most of the mineral wealth. Lower Burna, with

its many rice fields, contains the agricultural wealth.

A typical family in a villa ge in Upper Burna owns

(by itself or with other families) perhaps fifteen

acres of land. Usually a family has its own house, gar-

den, and joke of oxén. Farmers live in víllages rather

ttn on their owri lands.

Houses in Burna are built wíth valls of bamboo mat-

-	 ting, board .floors and thatched roofs. They are usually

built upon posts about five feet abo ye the ground. Under-

neath is kept the spinning and weaving equipment wíth

which the uomen make cotton cloth.

Actívities:

After reading the artícle carefully, answer the questíón.

1. The houses in Burna are too tall?

.. ............ ...............................

2. Where do the farmers uve in Burna?

.. ..................
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3,. Is Burna a country or a state of the United States?

• . . . . • e e... •.S....S. •• • .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . e .......... . e

. e... e. • .....e... .S . .........................

4. Is Upper Burna rich in vegetailes?

• . ..............e ....... ............................

•ø.Ses.I...e....... .....................

5 • How many acres of land does a family of Burna have?

.............

2.7.5.3. Third Reading

Computers perform many different kinds of work. They

help, for example, keep bank records accurate and can

quickly figure interest on savings accounts and loans.

In other business matters, paychecks and bilis are

prepared by computér. They are also used in the guid-

ance of spacecraft and have played an important part ±11

planning and carrying out space projects. Yet computers

are capable of doing ever more.

A cornputer has the ability to store millions of bits

of information in compact units. The nest computers

can do a milhion simple arithmetic problems a second

Because the machines work so fast, computer experts are

now trying to find stihl more-uses so that the computers

can be kept busy.

In addition to all the work computers do, they can

provide amusement tóo People who work with computers

enjoy programming them to play game hike chess and tick-
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tack-tóe. Sorne progratnrners have made their cornputers

write music in the styles of various classical composer.

Coinputers are riow be.g used to compose modem rnusic,

loth serious and light.

Activities:

After reading the articie carefully, answer the foliowing

que 5± ion s:

• A. Narne four newer uses for computers.

1 • .........................

2. ............................

3....... ........

B. Narne three games played with cornputers.

1. .......• ............

2. ..S. .......................

3............................

C. Nanie three jobs related to cornputers.

1. ..........................

2. .............................

3............................

ci



C H A P T E R 3

ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH DATA

3.1. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF T1-]E STUDENTS RESULTS.

Ante cedent s:

The present research work started in October after elaborating the Gener-

al Plan in the Curriculum for the application of the five reading tech-

niques:

- Main Idea

- Fact and Opinion

- Cause-Effect
ri

- Skiinming and Scanning

- Generalizing and Summarizing

Each technique was applied in three classes with different nterials

(readings) arid the corresponding daily class plan with its didactic steps

(initial activities, elaboration of the knowledge, evaluation, etc). This

procedure was the same for the two groups: the same daily class plan,

the same number of classes, the sarne readings; but the differencewas in

the applicat.on of tbe reading skills (tecbniques), the specific kind of

exercis for each groüp.

After each class, the comprehension of the reading was evaluated

either with the use of tl-ie reading techniques(skils) and the traditional

system. Tbe grades over 20 vere registered in the respective score

board

To verify the results obtained in the application of the five tecli-
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niques, this will be done in base of the arithmetic means, and to con-

firm thís, the analysis of tbe all results with the test between the

differences of ineans wil be done because this procedure is the most

reliable.

To uake the analysis of students resultsobtainedin the applica-

tion of each tecníque, 1 váll argue on the grades obtained by the stu-

dents in two groups (experimental an control group) wíth the purpose

to express comparatively the success or the failure obtained during the

taught classes about Reading Comprehension through the apphication of

the readng techniques (skills) and the traditional procedure.

3.2. RESULTS OBTAINED OF THE APPLICATION OF THE READING TECHNIQTJES IN THE

FIFTH COIJRSES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL "LA DOLOROSA" DIVIDED INTO TWO GROUPS:

THE EXPERIMENTAL (SPECIALITY MATEMATICAS PAPALLELS A AND B) AND THE

CONTROL GROUP (SPECIALIT y QUIMICO-BIOLOGICAS AND FILOSOFICO SOCIALES)

The fifth course of the High School "La Dolorosa" of thé City Loja, has

four paralleis with 120 students distributed ±11 the following vay:

Experimental Group

Speciality Matemáticas

Parallel A .............. 28 students

Parahlel E - ..........• .. 214 studerits

Control Group

SE

Spec iality Químico- Biol6gica s and Filos6f ico -Soc jales

Químico-Biol6gicas ........32 students
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Filosófico-Sociales ...... 36 students

In the foflowing pages are the . grades of the students in the score

loard: techníque, list of students, the scoreobtained after each class

(1-11-111), and at the footboard the aríthmetic mean of each group.

At the end of all the score board is the chart with the results

obtained in the teaching Reading Comprehension through the application

of the Reading Techniques in the experimental group and the apphication

of the traditional procedure in the control groüp

The data are: techniques, arithmetíc means, differences between

them, etc.

CHART OF TIIE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF TRE LEXPERIMENTAL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMET IC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUES: MAIN IDEA

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

Nq	LIST OF TI-lE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

1. Aguilar H6lger	 17	 16	 16	 16

2. Aldaz Richard	 18	 17	 17	 17

3. Baregas Luis	 17	 16	 16	 16

04. 1 Benites Edison	 17	 17	 17	 17

5. Bustos Fabián	 18	 16	 16	 17

6. Cabrera Víctor	 17	 15	 17	 16
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TECHNIQUES: MAIN IDEA

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

,N Q LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

7. Cornejo Segundo	 17	 15	 17	 17

8. Coronel Saúl	 16	 17	 18	 17

9. Delgado Eduardo	 17	 17	 19	 18

10. Jadn Edwin	 16	 18	 17	 17

11. Jiménez Franklin	 17	 17	 17	 17

12. Maldonado Edin	 16	 17	 16	 16

13. Montoya Eduardo	 15	 16	 17	 16

14. Naula Armando	 14	 17	 16	 16

15. Ojeda Antonio	 16	 16	 15	 16

16. Ortega Pío	 17	 15	 16	 16

17. Peralta Antonio	 16	 16	 17	 16

18.. Rivas Jimmy	 17	 17	 17	 17

19. Samaniego Geovariny	 16	 16	 16	 16

20. SnchezWilson	 17	 17	 17	 17

21. Sarango Julio	 18	 16	 16	 17

22. Villalta Vicente	 iT	 17	 17	 17

23. Villavicencio Luis	 16	 17	 17	 17

24. Villavicencio Angel 	 17	 16	 16	 16

2. Aguirre Maykeerd	 16	 16	 18.	 17

26. Alvarez Juan	 15	 15	 17	 16

27. Cabrera Darwin	 17	 11+	 17	 16

28. Calva Marco	 17	 15	 16	 16

29. Carrera-.José	 17	 16	 17	 17

30. Carri6n Joe	 16	 20	 18	 18

31. Chillogallo Carlos 	 15	 18	 18	 17
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---------------------------------------

TECHNIQUE: MAIN IDEA

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF TI-lE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III	 •

32. Epinóza Kenny	 16	 17	 17	 17

33,. Fiscal Milton	 17	 17	 17	 17

3 11. Freire David	 16	 18	 16	 17

35. Galvez Jorge	 15	 17	 15	 16

36. Guevara Juan	 13	 16	 17	 15

37. Neira Jaime	 11	 17	 16	 15

38. Núñez Earling	 17	 17	 15	 16

39. Pullaguari Carlos	 16	 18	 16	 17

140.Quishpe Jorge	 17	 17	 17	 17

141.Reyes Max	 16	 18	 18	 18

42. Rivas Oscar	 15	 19,	 17	 17

43. Sánchez Julio	 17	 18	 16	 17

44 Sánchez Joffre	 16	 17	 17	 17

45 Silva Sandro	 15	 17	 18	 17

146. Silva Rjchar	 16	 17	 19	 17

117 Tuza Jimmy	 17	 16	 17	 17

48. Ulloa Jorge	 12	 18	 18	 16

49. Urdiales Jesús	 15	 17	 17	 16

50, Vida]. Manuel	 16	 18	 16	 17

51. Vivar Germán	 16	 17	 17	 17

52. Zúñiga Alfredo	 16	 17	 18	 17

LJ
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CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUES: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF CLASSES

NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 --------------------------------

	

1	 II	 iii:

1. Alvarado Fausto	 14	 16	 16	 lS

2. Ambuludí César	 15	 13	 15	 14

3. Arévalo Rodolfo	 16	 114	 15	 15

014. Bustamante Richar 	 13	 15	 16	 15

5. Bravo RoLer-th	 15	 16	 15	 15

6. Calle John	 14	 13	 14	 14

7. Carri6n Edgar	 14	 14	 11	 15

8. Chamba Gerardo	 13	 15	 15	 114

9. Chimbo Marco	 16	 15	 14	 15

10. Fernández Didio	 15	 13	 15	 14

11. Flores Geovanny	 14	 15	 15	 15

12. Gallo Carlos	 15	 15	 14	 15

13. Guamn Marco	 16	 15,	 15	 15

14. Guamn Max	 14	 14	 15	 14

15. Hidalgo Fernando	 15	 13	 16	 15

16. Ifliguez Javier	 14	 14	 17	 15

17. Medina Lennin	 15	 15	 14	 14

18. Miranda Milton	 16	 14	 12	 14

19. Ord6flez Armando	 17	 13	 15	 15

20. Paladines Félix	 13	 12	 16	 14

21. Quevedo Franklin	 15	 16	 ' 14	 15
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TECHNIQUES: TRADITIONAL1 SYSTEM

NU?BER OF THE CLASSES

NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III	 -

22. Rani6n Carlos	 14	 15	 15	 15

23. Riofrio Yuri	 15	 15	 16	 15

214. Riofrio Fausto	 15	 15	 15	 15

25, Rojas Max	 1)4	 14	 16	 15

26. Ruiz Ramiro	 13	 15	 15	 14

27. Sánchez Jorge	 16	 15	 17	 16

28. Sarango Fredy	 15	 14	 15	 15

29, Torres Rubén	 1)4	 15	 14	 114

30. Torres John	 15	 15	 15	 15

31, Uchuari Edgar	 16	 13	 15	 15

32, Yupangui César	 13	 114	 15	 14

33. Aguirre Eduardo	 11	 .13	 114	 13

34. Ambuludi José	 12	 12	 13	 12

35. Armijos Kléber	 114	 114	 12	 13

36. Armijos Vicente	 13	 15	 15	 114

37. Arteaga Paco	 12	 16	 16	 15

38. Baraja Peinero	 15	 17	 17	 16

39. Bonilla Luis	 16	 17	 114	 16

40. Bustamante Ricardo 	 17	 13	 13	 14

41. Campoverde Marco	 -	 12	 12	 12	 12

42. Carrión Fredy	 114	 114	 11	 13

43. Delgado Vicente	 15	 15	 12	 114

44. Díaz Olivio	 16	 16	 114	 15

45 ..Esparza Franklin	 15	 17	 16	 16

16. Garcés César	 14	 16	 15	 15



TECHNIQUES: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

NQ. LST OF TFIE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III'	 -

47. Gaona Fredi	 13	 13	 14 13

48. González Oswaldo	 12	 12	 .14	 13

49, Herrera Estalin	 114	 14	 13 14

50. Herrera Antonio	 15	 13	 12	 13

51. Huanca Klgber	 13	 12	 15	 13

52. Hurtado Vicente	 12	 15	 16	 114

53 Jiménez Marco	 11	 16	 11	 13

514. Jumbo Iván	 12	 17	 13	 114

55. Jumo Angel	 14	 14	 14	 1'-i-

56. Labanda José	 15	 12	 15	 114

57. Morales Miguel	 16	 11	 16	 14

58. Ojeda Pablo	 17	 14	 14	 15

59. Quezada Walter ,	12	 14	 14	 13

60. Remache Luis	 12	 15	 13	 13

61. Peña Estalin	 13	 16	 12	 11+

62. Romn Vinicio	 14	 17	 11	 114

63. Sánchez Klímer	 14	 11	 16	 114

64. Sotomayor Carlos	 13	 12	 17	 14

65. Sol6rzano Paul 	 14	 13	 14	 14

66. Torres Paul	 15	 14	 13	 14

67. Torres Mario	 16	 15	 12	 14

68. Sananiego Pablo	 17	 16	 11	 15

117
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CHART OF TI-LE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHI1ETIC MEAN

High Schooi "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: FACT AND OPINION

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

N Q- LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 iii	 •

1. Aguilar Holger	 17	 16	 16	 16

2. Aldaz Richard	 16	 15	 15	 15

3. Banegas Luis	 17	 14	 16	 16

014. Benites Edison	 17	 16	 13	 17

5. Bustos Fabian	 18	 17	 16	 17

6. Cabrera Víctor	 17	 16	 17	 17

7. Cornejo Segundo	 17	 17	 16	 17

8. Coronel Saül	 16	 17	 17	 17

09.. Delgado Eduardo	 17	 16	 16	 16

10. Jadn Edwin	 17	 16	 15	 16

11. Jiménez Franklin	 16	 15	 16	 16

12. Maldonado Edin	 18	 14	 17	 16

13, Montoya Eduardo	 16	 16	 16	 .16

114, Naula Armando	 17	 17	 16	 17

15, Ojeda Antonio	 . 16	 17	 17	 17

16. Ortega Pío	 .	 17	 16	 17	 17

17. Peralta Antonio	 16	 17	 .	 17 .. 17

18. Rivas -Jinny	 15	 16	 16	 16

19. SamarijoGeovanny	 16	 17	 16	 1

20. Sánchez Wilson	 17	 16	 15	 16
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TECHNIQiJES: FACT AND OPINION

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

NQ. LIST OF THE STUDENTS

-,	 1	 -II	 III	 •5

21. Sarango Julio	 16	 .17	 114	 16

22. Villalta Vicente	 17	 .16	 17	 17

23. Villavicencio Luis	 17	 15	 17	 16

2 14. Villavicencio Angel 	 16	 14	 18	 16

25. Aguirre Maykeend	 16	 15	 16	 16

26. Alvarez Juan	 15	 14	 17	 15

27. Cabrera Darwin	 18	 16	 18	 17

28, Calva Marco	 17	 15	 18	 17

29. Carrera José 	 17	 17	 17	 17

30, Carri6n Joe	 18	 16	 17	 17

31. Chiflogallo Carlos 	 16	 18	 16	 17

32. Espinoza Kenny	 17	 17	 16	 17

33. Fiscal Milton	 16	 16	 17	 16

314, Freire David	 15	 17	 1.6	 16

35. Galvez Jorge	 16	 16	 17	 17

36. Guevara Juan	 .	 17	 17	 17	 17

37, Neira Jaime	 18	 17	 16	 17

38. Núñez Earling.	 16	 17	 15	 16

39. Pullaguari Carlos	 .	 17	 18	 16	 17

40, Quishpe Jorge 	 = 18	 16	 17	 17

141. Reyes Max	 19	 17	 16	 17

142,Rivas Oscar	 17	 17	 18	 17

143,Sánchez Julio	 16	 16	 17	 16

144,Sánchez Joffre	 17	 17	 17	 17

45, Silva Sandro	 16	 17	 15	 16
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TECHNIQUE : FACT AND OPINION

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

NQ- LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

46. Silva Richar	 15	 18	 15	 16

47 Tuza . Jimmy	 16	 16	 16	 16

1+8. Ulloa Jorge	 17	 17	 16	 17

49 Urdiales Jesús	 18	 16	 16	 17

50. Vidal Manuel	 19	 17	 15	 17

51. Vivar Germán	 18	 18	 17	 18

52. Zúñiga Alfredo	 17	 16	 17	 17

16.55

CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHNETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ- LIST OF TME STUDENTS	 ---------------------------------

	

1	 II	 III

1. Alvarado Fausto	 11+	 17	 16	 16

2. .Ambuludí César	 15	 15	 15	 15

3. Arévalo Rodolfo	 16	 16	 15	 16

01+. Bustamante Richar	 15	 16	 17	 16

5. Bravo Roberth	 11+	 15	 17	 15

6. Calle John	 13	 14	 16	 14
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

N LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

07, Carri6n Edgar 	 15	 15	 16	 15

08. Chamba Gerardo	 114	 15	 15	 15

09, Chimbo Marco	 13	 16	 16	 16

10. Fernández Didio	 12	 17	 17	 114

11. Flores Geovanny	 .	 16	 16	 16	 16

12. Gallo Carlos	 17	 16	 17	 17

13. Guamán Marco	 15	 12	 16	 14

114. Guamn Max	 14	 .17	 18	 16

15. Hidalgo Fernando	 15	 16	 16	 16

16. Iñiguez Javier	 14	 15	 15	 15

17. Medina Lennin	 13	 16	 12	 14

18. Miranda Milton	 15	 15	 14	 15

19. Ordóñez Armando	 16	 14	 15	 15

20. Paladines Félix	 15	 15	 16	 15

21. Quevedo Franklin	 13	 14	 17	 15

22. Ram6n Carlos	 14	 15	 18	 16

23. Riofrio Yuri	 15	 16	 16	 16

2 14. Riofrio Fausto	 15	 15	 15	 15

25. Rojas Max	 14	 16	 14	 15

26. Ruiz Ramiro	 15	 15	 13	 14

27. Sánchez Jorge	 14	 16	 12	 14

28. Sarango Fredy	 15	 17	 17	 16

29. TorresRubén	 12	 17	 16	 .15

30. Torres John	 13	 16	 17	 15

31. Uchuari Edgar	 14	 16	 16	 15
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TECI-INIQUES: TRADITIONAL SYEM

NUMBER OF TI-E CLASSES

LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III	 -

32. Yupangui César	 15	 17	 16	 16

33. Aguirre Eduardo	 16	 14	 17	 16

34 Ambuludi José	 17	 16	 17	 17

35. Armijos Kléber	 114	 17	 16	 16

36. Armijos Vicente	 15	 12	 15	 14

37. Arteaga Paco	 16	 114	 18	 16

38. Baraja Homero	 16	 16	 18	 17

39. Bonilla Luis	 17	 17	 18	 17

40. Bustamante Ricardo	 14	 18	 16	 16

141,Campoverde Marco	 15	 16	 17	 16

142,Carri6n Fredy	 16	 17	 16	 16

43. Delgado Vicente	 16	 16	 18	 17

144 Díaz Olivio	 15	 15	 114	 15

45. Esparza Franklin 	 14	 14	 15	 14

46. Garcés César	 15	 16	 17	 16

47. Gaona Fredi	 16	 17	 16	 16

48. González Oswaldo	 16	 16	 17	 16

49. Herrera EstaLin	 17	 13	 18	 16

SO. Hérrera Antonio	 16	 14	 16	 15

51 Huanca Kléier	 17	 15	 17	 16

52. Hurtado Vicente	 16	 16	 16	 16

53. Jiménez Marco	 15	 13	 15	 14

54. Jumbo tván	 14	 114	 16	 15

55. Jumbo Angel	 13	 15	 15	 114

56. Labanda José	 14	 16	 16	 15
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TECHNIQiJE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ. LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 ----------------------------------

1	 II	 III

57, Morales Miguel	 15	 13	 17	 15

58. Ojeda Pablo
	

16	 14	 16
	

15

59. Quezada Walter
	

14	 16	 15
	

15

60. Remache Luis
	

16	 13	 16
	

15

61. Peña Estalin
	

12	 --	 --

62. Román Vinicio
	

17	 12	 17
	

15

63. Sánchez Khmer
	

16	 14	 16
	

15

64. Sotomayor Carlos	 17	 16	 18
	

17

65, Sol6rzano Paul
	

12	 17	 19
	

16

66. Torres Paul
	

13	 16	 16
	

15

67. Torres Mario	 14	 17	 17	 16

68. Samaniego Pablo	 15	 18	 16	 16

15.41

CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF TI-lE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: CAUSE-EFFECT

NUMBER OF TI-lE CLASSES
NQ- LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III	 Y

1. Aguilar H6lger	 17	 14	 16	 15

2. Aldaz Richard16161515
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TECHNIQUE: CAUSE-EFFECT

NUMBER ÓF THE CIJASSES
N2 LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

3. Baflegas Luis	 15	 17	 14	 .15

4. Benites Edison	 14	 16	 13	 114

5. Bustos Fabián	 16	 15	 14	 15

6. Cabrera Víctor	 17	 16	 16	 16

7. Cornejo Segundo	 16	 17	 17	 .17

08, Coronel SaCtl	 17	 16	 15	 16

9. Delgado Eduardo	 16	 15	 15	 15

10. Jadn Edwin	 17	 16	 14	 16

11. Jiménez Franklin	 15	 17	 16	 16

12. Maldonado Edison	 14	 17	 17	 16

13. Montoya Eduardo	 16	 16	 18	 17

14, Naula Armando 	 15	 15	 14	 15

15. Ojeda Antonio 	 14	 14	 13	 14

16.. Ortega Pío	 17	 16	 14	 16

17, Peralta Antonio	 16	 17	 15	 16

18. Rivas Jimmy	 . .	 17	 16	 17	 17

19.. Samaniego Geovanny 	 18	 17	 16	 .17

20. Sánchez Wilson	 16	 16	 18	 17

21. Sarango Julio	 15	 17	 17	 17

22. Vilalta Vicente	 14	 14	 15	 114

23. Villavicencio Luís	 16	 16	 17	 16

24 Villavicencio Angel	 16	 14	 18	 16

25. Aguirre Maykeend	 16	 16	 16	 16

26. Alvarez Juan	 17	 15	 17	 16

27. Cabrera Darwin	 16	 14	 18	 16
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TECHNIQUE: CAUSE-EFFECT

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ. LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

28. Calva Marco	 15	 16	 17	 16

29. Carrera José	 16	 17	 16	 16

30. Carri6n Joe	 17	 16	 17	 17

31. Chillogallo Carlos 	 18	 17	 16	 17

32. Espinoza Kenny	 17	 16	 17	 17

33. Fiscal Milton	 15	 15	 16	 15

34. Freire David	 16	 16	 17	 16

35. Galvez Jorge	 17	 17	 16	 17

36, Guevara Juan	 15	 16	 15	 15

37. . Neira Jaime	 14	 17	 18	 16

38. Núñez Earling	 11	 16	 16	 16

39. Pullaguari Carlos 	 18	 17	 17	 17

40. Quishpe Jorge	 17	 16	 16	 16

41. Reyes Max	 17	 17	 17	 17

42,, Rivas Oscar	 16	 16	 16	 16

43. Sánchez Julio	 .	 18	 17	 17	 17

44. Sánchez Joffre	 17	 16	 16	 16

45. Silva Sandro	 16	 16	 17	 16

46. Silva Richar	 17	 17	 17	 17

47. Tuza Jimmy	 18	 18	 16	 17

48. Ulloa Jorge	 16	 16	 16	 16

49. Urdiales Jesús	 17	 17	 15	 16

50. Vídal Manuel	 17	 16	 16	 16

51. Vivar Germán	 17	 17	 17	 17
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TECHNIQUE: CAUSE-EFFECT

NiJMBER OF THE CLASS

N2 LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

52. Zúñiga Alfredo	 16	 17	 16	 16

16.04

CART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMET IC MEAN.

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQiJE.: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF TI-lE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 II'I

/

1. Alvarado Fausto

2. Ambuludí César

3. Arévalo Rodolfo

04.. Bustamante Richar

5. Bravo Roberth

6. Calle John

O. Carrion Edgar

O. . Chamba Gerardo

09. Chimbo Marco

10, Fernández Didio

11. Flores Geovariny

12, Callo Carlos

	

13	 14	 14

	

15	 13	 14

	

16	 12	 14

	

17	 15	 16

	

6	 16	 15

	

14	 15	 15

	

13	 16	 15

	

16	 17	 17

	

16	 18	 16

	

17	 16	 16

	

12	 17	 15

	

14	 14	 14

14

15

16

17

14

15

16

17

14

15

17

16
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
Ng LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III	 -

13. Guamn Marco 	 13	 13	 13	 13

14, Guamn Max	 114	 12	 14	 13

15. Hidalgo Fernando	 15	 15	 15	 15

16. Iñiguez Javier	 16	 16	 16	 16

17. Medina Lerinin	 114	 17	 15	 15

18. Miranda Milton	 15	 114	 16	 15

19. Ord6ñez Armando	 16	 13	 17	 14

20. Paladines Félix	 17	 12	 16	 15

21. Quevedo Franklin	 16	 15	 17	 16

22. Ram6n Carlos	 16	 16	 18	 16

23. Riofro Yuri	 16	 17	 12	 15

24. Riofrío Fausto	 15	 16	 14	 15

25. Rojas Max	 16	 17	 15	 16

26. Ruiz Ramiro	 14	 16	 16	 16

27. Sánchez Jorge	 15	 14	 15	 15

28. Sarango Fredy	 14	 15	 16	 15

29. Torres Rubén	 15	 16	 17	 16

30. Torres John	 16	 15	 16	 16

31. Uchuari Edgar	 17	 14	 13	 15

32. Yupangui César	 114	 13	 14	 14

33. Aguirre Eduardo	 17	 16	 16	 16

3• Ambuludi José	 16	 13	 15	 15

35. ArmijosK1éber	 17	 14	 14	 15

36. Armijos Vicente	 16	 15	 13	 15

37. Arteaga Paco	 15	 •14	 14	 14
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TEC}IQUE: TRADIITONAL SYSTE1

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

38. Baraja Homero	 16	 13	 12	 14

39. Bonilla Luis	 15	 12	 15	 114

40. Bustamante Ricardo	 16	 15	 16	 16

41. Campoverde Marco	 17	 16	 16	 16

42, Carri6n Fredy	 16	 17	 17	 17

43. Delgado Vicente	 15	 16	 16	 16

44 Díaz Olivio	 14	 14	 15	 15

45. Esparza Franklin	 17	 16	 114	 16

46, Garcés César	 16	 15	 13	 15

7. Gaona Fredi	 15	 14	 12	 114

48. González Osldo	 14	 14	 14	 14

49. Herrera Estalin	 13	 13	 15	 13

50. Herrera Antonio	 12	 16	 16	 15

51. Huanca Kléber	 14	 15	 17	 15

52. Hurtado Vicente	 16	 14	 16	 15

53. Jiménez Marco	 16	 16	 16

54. Jumbo Iván	 17	 17	 14	 16

55. Jumbo Angel	 16	 16	 16	 16

56, Labanda José	 17	 15	 15	 16

57. Morales Miguel 	 16	 16	 14	 16

58 O-ieda Pablo	 15	 17	 13	 15

59. Quezada Walter	 14	 16	 12	 14

60. Remache Luis	 13	 15	 15	 14

61. Peña Estalin	 15	 111	 13	 15

62,. Romn Vinicio	 14	 1
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMEER OF THE CLASSES
NQ- LIST OF TFIE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

63. Sánchez KJSmer
	

16	 17.	 17	 17

6 14, Sotomayor Carlos
	

15	 16	 16	 16

65. Sol6rzano Paul
	

lE	 15	 12	 114

66. Torres Paul
	

15	 114	 114	 114

67. Torres Mario
	

16	 16	 16	 16

68. Samaniego Pablo
	

17	 114	 15	 15

15.02

CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: SKIMMING AND SCMTNING

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

1. Aguilar H61ger	 16
	

1'4
	

15	 15

2. Aldaz Richard
	

15
	

16
	

16	 16

3. Banegas Luis	 16	 15	 17	 16

0 14. Benites Edison	 17	 16	 16	 16

5. Bustos Fahin	 18	 17	 16	 17

6. Cabrera VIctor	 16	 16	 17	 16

7. Cornejo Segundo . 	 15	 17	 16	 16
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TECHNIQUE: SKIMMINC AND SCANNING

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
N LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 --------------------------------------

	

i	 II	 III

08. Coronel Saúl 	 14	 16	 17	 16

09 Delgado Eduardo	 15	 15	 16	 15

10. Jadn Edwin	 16	 14	 16	 15

11. Jiménez Franklin	 17	 16	 16	 16

12. Maldonado Edison	 16	 17	 17	 17

13. Montoya Eduardo	 16	 16	 16	 16

14, Naula Armando 	 17	 15	 15	 16

15. Ojeda Antonio	 16	 14	 14	 14

16. Ortega Pío	 18	 16	 16	 17

17, Peralta Antonio	 16	 17	 17	 17

18. Rivas Jimmy	 17	 16	 16	 16

19. Samaniego Geovanny	 16	 16	 17	 16

20. Sánchez Wilson	 17	 17	 18	 17

21. Sarango Julio	 16	 16	 16	 16

22. Villalta Vicente	 15	 15	 15	 15

23. Villavicencio Luis	 11+	 14	 14	 14

24. Villavicencio Angel	 16	 16	 16	 16

25. Aguirre Maykeend	 16	 17	 16	 16

26. Alvarez Juan	 17	 16	 16	 16

27. Cabrera Darwin	 16	 15	 15	 15

28. Calva Marco	 18	 16	 16	 16

29. Carrera José	 17	 18	 17	 17

30. Carri6n Joe	 16	 19	 19	 19

31. Chillogallo Carlos	 17	 17	 16	 17

32. Espinoza Kenny	 16	 16	 15	 16
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TECHNIQUE: SIMMING AND SCANNING

NUMBER OF T}E CLASSES
N LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

33. Fiscal Milton	 15	 16	 17	 16

34. Freire David	 16	 17	 16	 16

35. Galvez Jorge	 17	 16	 16	 16

36. Guevara Juan	 16	 15	 17	 16

37. Neira Jaime	 15	 14	 17	 15

38. Núñez Earling	 17	 17	 16	 17

39. Pullaguarí Carlos	 16	 17	 15	 16

40. Quishpe Jorge	 18	 16	 16	 17

41. Reyes Max	 17	 15	 17	 16

42. Rivas Oscar	 17	 16	 18	 17

43. Sánchez Julio	 16	 17	 17	 17

44. Sánchez Joffre 	 15	 16	 16	 16

45. Silva Sandro	 17	 17	 16	 17

46. Silva Richar	 16	 16	 15	 16

47. Tuza Jimmy	 17	 17	 14	 16

48. Ulloa Jorge	 16	 16	 17	 16

49 Urdiales Jesús	 17	 17	 16	 17

50,. Vidal Manuel	 18	 16	 15	 16

51. Vivar Germán	 18	 16	 16	 17

52. Zúñiga Alfredo	 16	 18	 17	 17

5
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CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High Scbool "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEN

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 -------- ~ -

 II	 III	 Y

1. Alvarado Fausto	 13	 17	 16	 15

2. Ambuludí César	 12	 12	 15	 13

3. Arévalo Rodolfo	 14	 14	 13	 13

4. Bustamante Richar	 15	 13	 12	 13

5. Bravo Roberth	 16	 12	 11	 13

6. Calle John	 17	 15	 16	 16

7. Carri6n Edgar	 16	 11	 17	 15

8. Chamba Gerardo	 15	 16	 16	 16

9. Chimbo Marco	 17	 17	 13	 16

10. Fernández Didio	 16	 16	 12	 15

11. Flores Geovanny	 15	 17	 11	 14

12. Gallo Carlos	 14	 18	 16	 16

13. Guann Marco	 13	 16	 17	 15

14. Guamn Max	 12	 17	 11	 13

15. Hidalgo Fernando	 16	 16	 12	 15

16. Iñiguez Javier	 17	 17	 13	 16

17. Medina Lennin	 18	 16	 14	 16

18. Miranda Milton	 16	 15	 18	 16

19. Ord6fíezArmando	 17	 14	 16	 16

20. Paladines Félix	 16	 13	 13	 14

21. Quevedo Franklin	 15	 15	 12	 14

22. Rain6n Carlos	 16	 14	 11	 14
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TECHNIQUES: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
Nq LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

23. Ríofrio Yuri	 17	 13	 14	 15

24. Riofrio Fausto	 16	 13	 15	 14

25. Rojas Max	 15	 11	 16	 14

26, Ruiz Ramiro	 16	 16	 14	 15

27. Sánchez Jorge	 15	 17	 13	 15

28. Sarango Fredy	 14	 18	 14	 15

29, Torres Rubén	 13	 16	 15	 15

30. Torres John	 12	 15	 16	 14

31. Uchuari Edgar	 16	 14	 17	 16

32. Yupangui César	 17	 13	 16	 15

33. Aguirre Eduardo	 16	 15	 16	 16

34, Pmbu1udi José	 15	 14	 15	 15

35,. Arnijos Kléber	 14	 13	 16	 14

36. Armijos Vicente	 13	 16	 15	 15

37. Arteaga Paco	 12	 15	 16	 14

38. Baraja Homero	 16	 17	 14	 16

39. Bonilla Luis	 15	 16	 14	 15

40, Bustamante Ricardo	 14	 14	 16	 15

41. Campovérde Marco	 13	 15	 15	 14

42. Carri6n Fredy	 12	 16	 15	 14

43 Delgado Vicente	 16	 17	 16	 16

44. Díaz Olivio	 17	 16	 15	 16

45, Esparza Franklin	 16	 15	 16	 16

46. Garcés Casar	 15	 14	 15	 15

147, Gaona Fredí 	 14----16	 14-----15
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEN

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 - ----------------------------------

	

1	 II	 III

148. González Osvaldo	 13	 17	 16	 15

49 Herrera Estalin 	 16	 16	 15	 16

50. Herrera Antonio	 15	 15	 17	 16

51 Huanca KléIer	 16	 114	 15	 15

52. Hurtado Vicente	 17	 15	 16	 16

53. Jiménez Marco	 16	 16	 17	 16

514. Jumbo Iván	 15	 15	 18	 16

55.. Jumbo Angél	 14	 16	 14	 15

56. Labanda José	 13	 114	 15	 114

57. Morales Miguel	 12	 15	 16	 14

58. Ojeda Pablo	 15	 16	 17	 15

59. Quezada Walter	 14	 15	 14	 14

60. Remache Luis	 15	 16	 16	 16

J_z	 --	 --

15	 17	 16

114	 16	 15

15	 15	 15

14	 14	 15

13	 15	 15

16	 14	 15

15	 16	 15

14.96

LI .L	 £ CLICA LI OLÇXJ_SLL	 -

62. Román Vinicio	 1(

63. Sánchez Khmer	 1

614. Sotomayor Carlos 	 1

65. Solórzano Paul	 1'

66. Torres Paul	 1(

67. Torres Mario	 1!

68. Samanie Pablo	 1'

N
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CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: GENERALIZING AND SUMMARIZING

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

1. Aguilar H61ger	 13	 13	 14	 13

2. Aldaz Richard	 14	 13	 16	 14

3. Banegas Luis	 15	 16	 14	 15

4. Benites Edison	 16	 17	 16	 16

5. Bustos Fabíán	 15	 16	 16	 16

6. Cabrera Víctor	 16	 17	 16	 16

.07. Cornejo Segundo 	 15	 13	 16	 15

8. Coronel SalIl	 17	 16	 17	 17

9. Delgado Eduardo	 --	 --	 --

10. Jadn Edwin	 17	 16	 15	 16

11. Jiménez Franklin	 114	 16	 14	 15

12. Maldonado Edicon	 14	 15	 16	 15

13. Montoya Eduardo	 17	 16	 17	 17

14. Naula Armando	 14	 13	 16	 14

15. Ojeda Antonio	 16	 15	 16	 16

16. Ortega Pío	 14	 13	 12	 13

17. Peralta Antonio	 16	 15	 14	 .15

18. Rivas Jimmy	 16	 13	 16	 15

19. Samaniego Geovanny	 16	 14	 15	 15

20. Sánchez'Wilson	 114	 15	 16	 15

21. Sarango Julio	 13	 12	 114	 13

22. Villalta Vicente	 16	 13	 15	 15
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TEC HN IQUE: GENERAL IZ ING AND SUNMARIZ INC

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
NQ- LIST OF THE STUDENTS

	

1	 II	 III

23. Villavicencio Luis	 16	 15	 16	 16

214. Villavicencio Angel 	 13	 14	 16	 14

25. Aguirre Maykeend	 16	 16	 17	 16

26. Alvarez Juan	 14	 15	 16	 15

2. Cabrera Darwin	 17	 17	 17	 17

28. Calva Marco	 13	 12	 13	 13

29. Carrera José	 14	 15	 17	 15

30. Carri6n Joe	 17	 17	 19	 18

31. Chillogallo Carlos	 17	 17	 18	 17

32. Espinoza Kenny	 14	 15	 16	 15

33. Fiscal Milton	 16	 17	 ILI.	 16

34. Freire David	 114	 13	 16	 14

35. Galvez Jorge	 15	 16	 17	 16

36. Guevara Juan	 16	 15	 16	 16

37. Neira Jaime	 16	 15	 14	 15

38. NñezEarling	 14	 15	 114	 14

39. Pullaguari Carlos	 16	 15	 16	 16

40. Quishpe Jorge	 16	 14	 15	 15

41. Reyés Max	 17	 17	 16	 17

42. Rivas Oscar	 16	 15	 16	 16

43. Sánchez Julio	 17	 17	 17	 17

44. Sánchez Joffre	 114	 15	 14	 14

45 Silva Sandro	 13	 14	 15	 14

46. Silva Richar	 14	 13	 12	 13

47. Tuza Jimmy	 16	 17	 14	 16
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TECHNIQUE: GENERALIZING AND SUMMARIZING

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
Nº LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 --------------------------

1	 II	 III

48. Ulloa Jorge	 16	 17	 14	 16

49 Urdiales Jesús	 15	 14	 16	 15

50. Vidál Manuel	 16	 17	 14	 16

51. Vivar German	 14	 15	 15	 15

52. Zúfriga Alfredo1617	 -1616

L---------------------- - ----------

CHART OF THE GRADES OF THE STUDENTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP WITH ITS

ARITHMETIC MEAN

High School "La Dolorosa"

TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEN

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
Nº LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

01 Alvarado. Fausto 	 14	 13	 12	 13

2. Ambuludí César	 15	 15	 15	 15

3. Arévalo Rodolfo	 16	 14	 13	 11

0. Bustamante Richar	 15	 16	 14	 15

5. Bravo Roberth	 16	 17	 16	 16

6. Calle JÓhn	 13	 14	 12	 13

7. Carrión Edgar	 16	 15	 14	 15

- 08. Chamba Gerardo	 15	 16	 15	 15
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

N2 LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

9. Chimbo Marco	 14	 13	 15	 14

10. Fernández Didio	 14	 13	 15	 14

11. Flores Geovanny	 16	 17	 15	 16

12. Gallo Carlos	 14	 13	 12	 13

13,. Guamén Marco	 16	 15	 15	 15

14. Guamén Max	 --	 --	 --	 --

15. Hidalgo Fernando	 14	 15	 16	 15

16. Iñiguez Javier	 16	 15	 14	 15

17. Medina Lennin	 --	 --	 --

18. Miranda Milton	 17	 15	 16	 16

19. Ordóñez Armando	 16	 15	 14	 15

20. Paladines Félix	 13	 13	 14	 13

21. Quevedo Franklin	 14	 13	 15	 14

22 Ramón Carlos	 14	 15	 14	 14

23. Riofrío Yuri	 14	 13	 15	 14

24, Riofrio Fausto 	 16	 15	 15	 15

25. Rojas Max	 16	 17	 16	 16

26. Ruiz Ramiro	 13	 14	 14	 14

27., Sánchez Jorge	 16	 17	 17	 17

28. Sarango Fredy	 13	 12	 15	 13

29.. Torres Rubén	 16	 16	 15	 16

30. Torres John	 14	 13	 12	 13

31... Uchuari Edgar 	 16	 15	 14	 15

32. Yupangui César 	 16	 15	 14	 15
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TECHNIQIJE: TRADITIONA1 SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES
N Q LIST OF THE STUDENTS

1	 II	 III

33. Aguirre Eduardo	 14	 13.	 14	 14

34. Ambuludi José	 15	 14	 13	 14

35. Armijos Kléber	 15	 16	 15	 15

36. Armijos Vicente	 16	 15	 16	 16

37. Arteaga Paco	 14	 13	 15	 14

38. Baraja Homero	 15	 14	 13	 14

39. Bonilla Luís	 14	 13	 15	 14

40. Bustamante Ricardo	 14	 15	 16	 15

41. Cainpoverde Marco	 16	 15	 14	 15

42. Carrión Fredy	 18	 19	 19	 19

3. Delgado Vicente	 17	 18	 17	 17

44. Díaz Olivío	 14	 13,	 15	 14

45. Esparza Franklin	 14	 15	 15	 15

46. Garcés César	 114	 15	 16	 15

47. Gaona Fredi	 14	 15	 14	 14

48. González Oswaldo	 13	 15	 114	 14

49. Herrera Estalin	 14	 13	 13	 13

50. Herrera Antonio	 15	 15	 15	 15

51. Huanca.Kléber	 14	 13	 14	 14

52. Hurtado Vicente	 15	 16	 15	 15

53. Jiménez Marco	 .14	 13	 15	 14

54. Jumbo Iván	 15	 14	 15	 15

55. Juinbo.Aiigel	 14	 15	 16	 15

56. Labanda José	 14	 13	 16	 14
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TECHNIQUE: TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

NUMBER OF THE CLASSES

N2 LIST OF THE STUDENTS	 -

	

t	 III

5.. Morales Miguel	 15	 14	 15	 15

58. Ojeda Pablo	 14	 15	 16	 15

59, Quezada Walter	 14	 13	 15	 14

60. Remache Luis	 16	 17	 16	 16

61. Peña Estalin	 --	 --

62.. Román Vinicio	 13	 14	 14	 14

63. Sánchez Klímer	 14	 15	 14	 14

64. Sotomayor Carlos	 13	 13	 14	 13

65. Solórzano Paul	 14	 15	 16	 15

66. Torres Paul	 15	 16	 15	 15

67. Torres Mario	 13	 13	 14	 13

68. Sarn&iiego Pablo 	 114	 15	 14	 14

14.65

IE
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3.3. ANALYSIS OF TI-lE RESULTS OBTAINED

GROtJPS	 T E C H N I Q U E S

	

NAlN	 FACT AND	 CAUSE	 SKINMING	 GENERALIZ.

	

IDEA	 OPINION	 EFFECT	 SCANNING	 SUMMARIZ.

	

EXPERIM. 16.63	 16.55	 16.014	 16.15	 15.27

	

CONTROL 114,28	 15.141	 15.02	 114.96	 14.62

DIFFERENCE	 2.65	 1.141	 1.02	 1.19	 0.65

If ie observe the arithmetic means of the grades of the students in the

teaching reading comprehension employing thé application of the Reading

Tecbniques in the experimental group and with the traditional procedure

1n the control group, it is possible to deduce the foliowing:

In teaching Reading Comprehension in the learning of English as a

foreign language, the students of the experimental group who received

the classes with the five reading techniques (skills) obtained better

grades than the students of control group vino received the classes with

the traditional systém.

The differences betveen the arithmetic means vary according to the

kind of the reading technique applied.

With the Main Idea Techníque the difference is ..................2.62

With the Fact and Opinion Technique the difference is ...........1.114

With the Cause-Effect Technique the difference is ...............1.02

With the Skimming and Scanning technique, the difference is .... 1.19
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With the Generalizíng and Summarizing tecnhique the

difference is . . ...... ................... . . . . . . . . . . .........0.65

Finaily, with the analysis of the results obtained, comparing the

arithmetic means in the two groups, 1 can assert that the students

comprehend 'what they read in a better way when they receive the reading

comprehension class with reading tecimiqués.



C H A P T E R 4

STATISTICAL VERIFICATION

To explain in an objective way what we have gained in the comprehension of

the reading by the students of the fifth courses in the High School "La Do-

lorosa't of this city with the two procedures, the use of the Reading Tech-

niques and without them (tradítional procedure).

1 am going to use the Test of Differences Between the Two Means hecause

it is the method in my experimental work.

For ohtainíng the data that were required 1 used the grades of all the

students who partícipated in the experimental and control group grouped in

two charts; where the first chart wil group the grades of the experimental

group of all the taught classes of the first technique Main Idea (three

classes that were the results of the experimental procedure) w±th the

apphication of the reading techniques, and in the second chart are the grades

of all the taught classes but without any technique in the control group.

In hoth cases the data are grouped in an interval of class.

4.1. NOMENCLATURE

4.1.1. Experimental Group

NI = number of cases

Si = standard devíation

Smi	 standard error
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SDm = Sum of difference between two means.

4.1.2. Control Group

N2	 = number of cases

S2	 = standard deviat ion

Sm2 = standar error

SDrn	 Sum of differences between two mea ns.

4.2. REPRESENTATION

The representation will be valid for all the charts of the five tech-

niqué s.

4.2.1. The Arithmetic Means:

Ml = arithmetic mean of the experimental groüp.

M2 = arithmetic mean of the control groüp.

4.2.2. The Standard Deviations:

Si standard deviation of the experimental grotip.

S2 = standard deviation of the control grotip.

4.2.2.1 v Standard error:

To calculate the standard error in both cases, the fol-

lowing formulas will be used:

si-

Smi	 =	 (for experimental group)

VNI-N2
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S2

Sm2 =-	(for Control Group)

IN2-1--.

Smi and Sm2 are the standard errors.

Ni and N2 is the nuxnber of the populatión.

For deterrnining the standard error of the differences

of means, tbe foliowing formula will be used:

SDN =F(Sm1)2 + (Sm2)2

Sti = standard error for experimental group

Sm2 = standard error for control group

To find the value of Z the foliowing formula is going to

be appied:

Ml - M2
Z =

SDM

Mi = arithmetic mean of Experimental Group

M2 = arithmetic mean of the Control Group

SDM = Standard E •rroof the;differeno.es between Means.

FIRST TECHNIQUE: MAIN IDEA

Chart of the grades of the students of the fifth coursof the High School

"La Dolorosa" obtained after the application of the Main Idea tecbnique

specifying tJe arithmetic mean and the standard deviation for making the

test of tbe differences of the means.
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Experimental Group

	

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xd2

	

18	 03	 Bit	 1.37	 1.88	 5.63

	

17	 29	 493	 '037	 '0.14	 397

	

16	 18	 288	 0.63	 '0.40	 '7.14

	

15	 02	 30	 1.63	 2.66	 '5.31

52 1.651	 1	 22.05

NI	 =52

Ml	 16.63

Si = 0.65 (standard deviation)

Smi = '0.09 (standard error)

Control Group

	

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xd2

	

16	 4	 64	 1.72	 2.96	 11.83

	

15	 25	 375	 0.72	 0.52	 12.96

	

14	 27	 378	 0.28	 0.08	 '2.12

	

13	 10	 130	 1.28	 1.64	 16.38

	

12	 02	 24	 2.28	 5.20	 10.40

	

68	 971	 53.69
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N2	 = 68

M2	 = 114.28

S2	 0.89 (standard deviation)

Sm2	 0.11 (standard error)

SDM	 0.114

Immediately after obtaining these data, 1 am going to explain

the foliowing:

TI-e dependent variable. corresponding to the two variables

(the two charts of grades) will be identified by (Mi) for

the data of the first chart; and (M2) for the data of the

second chart

The data obtained in the Experimental and Control Group

for the process of the Verifícation of the Hypothesis across

the ínvestigative work are:

The aríthmetjc means:

MI = 16.63

M2 = 14.28

TI-e standarddevjat ion s:

Si	 0.65

52 =0.89

The standard errors:

Smi	 .0,.09

Sm2	 011

For determining the standard error of the differences of

means the following formula will be used:

SDM = \f(Sm1)2 + (Sm2)2
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SDM =	 (o.09)2 + (0.11)2

SDM =	 0,14

To fjnd the value of Z, the following formula is goirig to be

appli.ed:

M1-M2

Z =

SDM

16.63 - 14.28

Z =
0.14

Z	 16.76

Given the necessary specifications to carry out the Test

of differences between the two ineans, 1 will continue with

the process, so:

The Statiztical 1-iypothesis or its Verification is as

foliows:

Null Hypothesis (Ho):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the

Reading Techníques (Main Idea) and witlout ttem (Tradi-

tional) in two groups does not differ significantly.

Alternative Hypotheses (HL):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the

Reading Techniques (Main Idea) and without tbem (Tradi-

tional) in 1oth groups differs significantly.
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Analysis:

16.76 is aboye the level of significance beten :1,969.

The Nuil Hypothesis is re:jected and the Alternative Hypothe-

	

sis is acceptéd. That is:	 .L'.S t 4Lgi-LLC.afl-t dLvt-

e.rice be.twei't the. New Techníque ctppLLe.d Iii .the. Conipnehet6Lon

o6 .the. Re.ctdng c.nd Ln the. TnacLLtíovjaL Sy4te.m.

Li.Li. , SECOND TECHNIQUE: FACT AND OPIN ION

Chart of the grades of the students of the fifth courses of the High

School "La Dolorosa" obtained after the application of The Fact and

Opinion technique specifying the aríthmetic mean and the• standard

deviation for making the test of the differences of the means

Experimental Group

f	 xf	 a	 d2	 xd2

18	 1	 18	 1.45	 2.10	 2.10

17	 28	 476	 0.45	 0.20	 5.60

16	 22	 352	 0.55	 0.30	 6.60

15	 1	 15	 1,.55	 2.40	 2.1-1-O

52	 861	 16.70

Nl = 52

Ml = 16.55

Si	 0.56

Smi	 0.07
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Control Group

	

x	 f	 xf	 1	 d	 d2	 xd2

	

17	 6	 102	 1.59	 2.52	 15.02

	

16	 26	 1416	 0.59	 0.314	 8,81

	

15	 25	 375	 0,41	 0.16	 4.00

	

14	 10	 140	 1.141	 2.00	 20.00

	

67	 1033	 48

N2=67

	

M2	 15.41

	

S2	 0.84

	

Sm2	 0.10

SDM = 0.12

Iminediately after obtaining t1se data, 1 am going to explainthe follow-

ing:

The dependent variable corresponding to the two variables (the

charts of grades) will be identified by (Mi) for the data of the first

chart; and (M2) for the data of the second chart. The data obtained

in the experimental and control group for the process of the Verifica-

tion of the Hypothesis across the investígative work are:

The arithme-tíc eans:

Ml = 16.55

M2 = 15.41

The standard deviations:

Si0.56
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S2 =0.8L

The standard errors:

Ñnl = 0.07

Sm2	 0,10

For determining the standard error of the differences of means the fol-

lowing formula will be used:

SDN = \j (SmI) 2 + (Sm2)2

SDM = \J0 .07) 2 + (0.10)2

SDM =	 0.12

To find the value of Z, the foliowing formula is gaing to be applíed:

Z	
M1-M2

SDM

Z = 16.55 - 15.41

0.12

Z=950

Given the necessary specíficationsto carryout the. tests of the dif-

ferences between tbe two means, 1 will continue with the process

=	 so:

The Statistical Hypotbesis or its verification is as follows:

Nuil Hypothesis (Ho):

Tte students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Fact and Opinion) and without them (traditional) in two

groups does not differ significantly.

Alternative Hypothesis (Hi):
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The students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Fact and Opinion) and without them (Tradítional) in two

groups differs sígnificantly.

Arialysis:

9.50 is aboye the lével of significance between :4969. The Nu.l1 Hypo-

thesis is rejected and the Alternatíve Hypothesis is accepted. That

is: Thvie. ís ct	 icant	 be_Úue.en the. New .techrtLque

a.ppLLe.d íj't the Compníten1ari oj .th. Re.adí.n9 and £n .the. TiictdLtLond

4y4teni.

45 THIRD TECHNIQIJE: CAUSE AND EFFECT

Chart of the grades of thestuderits of the fifth courses of the Hígh

School "La Dolorosa" obtained after the applícat ion of the cause and

Effect technique specífying the arithmetic mean and the standard

deviation for making the test of the differences of the means:

Experimental Group

	

x	 f.	 xf	 d	 d2	 xd2

	

17	 16	 272	 0.96	 0.92	 14.79

	

16	 25	 400	 0.04	 0.00	 0.014

	

15	 8	 120	 1.04	 1.08	 8.63

	

114	 3	 42	 2.04	 4.16	 12.47

	

52	 834  	 3592	 11



NI	 52

MI = 16.014

SI =	 0.83

n1 =	 0.12

Control Group

	

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xd2

	

17	 3	 51	 1,88	 3,54	 10.63

	

16	 23	 368	 0.88	 0.78	 17.91

	

15	 214	 360	 0.12	 0.01	 0.33

	

14	 15	 210	 1.12	 1.25	 18,714

	

13	 3	 39	 2.12	 448	 13.45

	

68	 1028	 61.06

N2 = 68

M2	 15.02

S2	 0.95

Sm2 =	 0.12

SDN = 5.75

Immediately after obtaining these data, 1 am going to explain the fol-

lowing:

153

The dependent variable corresponding to the two Variables (The

çharts of grades) will be identified by (141) for the data of the. first
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chart; and (M2) for the data of the second cha±vt.

The data obtained in the experimental and control group for the

process of the Verification of the Hypothesis across the investigative

ork are

The arithmetic means:

Ml	 16,014

M2	 15.02

The standar deviations:

SI = 0.83

S2=0...95

The standar errors:

Smi = 0.12

Sm2 = 0.12

For determining the standard error of the differences of means the fol-

lowing formula will be used:

SDM	 \j(Sml) 2 + (Sm2)2

SDM = \J.i3
SDM =	 0.16

To find the value of Z the foliowing formula is going to be applied:

Z	 M1-M2

SDM

Z = 16.04 - 15.12

0,16

Z = 5.75
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Given the necessary specifications to cary out the tests of the dif-

ferences between the two means, 1 will continue with the process so:

The statistical Hyphotesis or its verificatíons is as foliows:

Nuli Hypothesis (Ho):

The students' readíng comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Cause and Effect), and without them (Traditional) in two

groups dcesnot differ significantly.

Alternative Hypothesis (Hi):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Cause and Effect) and without thern (Traditional) in two

groups differs signifícantly.

Analysis:

7.50 is aboye the level of significance betweenI,969. The Nuil Hypo-

thesds is rejected and the Alternative Hypothesis is accepted. That is:

Thve. Ls a 6ígníllícant dít2Jtc1e betwee..n the. New Technu2. appL&d

.the. Comp' heniLoi oj the. Re.a.cWtg artd .Ln the. TnadLtLoncJ Sytem.

45. FOURTH TECHNIQUE: SKIMMING AND SCANNING

Charts of the grades of the students of the fifth courses of the High

School "La Dolorosa" obtained after the application of the Skirnining and

Scanning technique specifying the arithmetic mean and the standard

deviation f6r making the test of the differences of the means,
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Experimental Group

	

xf	 ci	 d2	 xdf

	

19	 01	 19	 2.85	 8.10	 8.10

	

17	 15	 255	 0.85	 0.72	 10.714

	

16	 28	 4P48	 0.15	 0.02	 0.66

	

15	 06	 90	 1.15	 1.33	 7.99

	

114	 02	 28	 2.15	 4.64	 9.28

	

tij. 52	 8140

Nl = 52

Ml = 16.15

Si =	 0.84

Smi =	 0.12

Cóntrol Group

	

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xdf

	

16	 21	 336	 1.04	 1.09	 22.92

	

15	 27	 405	 0.014	 0.00	 0,05

	

114	 14	 196	 0.96	 0.91	 12.77

	

13	 05	 65	 1.96	 3.82	 19.11

67	 1002  	 54.87

N2 = 67

M2 = 14.96



S2	 0.90

= 0,11

SDM = 0.16

Immediately after obtaíning these data, 1 am going to explain the fol-

lowng:

The dependent variable corre sponding to the two Variables (the two

charts of grades) wil be identified by (MI) for the data of the first

chart; and (M2) for the data of the second chart

The data obtained in the experimental and control group for the

process of the Verification of the hypothesis across the investigative

work are:

The arithmetic mean:

Nl = 16.15

M2 = 14.96

The standard deviatjons:

Si = 0.84

S2 = 0.90

The standard errors:

Smi	 0.12

Sm2	 0,11

For determining the standard error of the differences of means, the

foliowing formula will be used:

SDN = V̂ ( 1) 2 ^+( m2)

SDN	 C(0-12) + (0.11)2
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To find the value of Z the foliowing formula is going to be applied:

Ml - M2
Z

SDM

16.15 - 14.96

0,16

Z	 7.43

Civen the necessary specifications to carry out the tests of the

differences between the two means, 1 will continue with the process,

so:

The statistical Hypothesis or its verification is as foliows:

Nuil Hypothe si s (Ho):

The students' reading cornprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Skimming and Scanning), and without them (Traditional) in two

groups does not differ significantly.

Alternative Hypothesis (Hi):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Skimming and Scanning), and without thein (Traditional) in two

groups differs significantly.

Ana1ysi:
GE
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7.43 is aboye the level of sigriificance beten 1,969 The Nuil Hypo-
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ti-esís is rejected and the Alternative Hypothesis is acceptéd. That

is: Thvt ¿ a ¿ígní6ícant dí6jeAence betwe.en the nw .te hn.L que. ap-

pLLe.d .&t the. Comp.e.he.vL4.Lon oj thsi Re.acüng and ín the T'tadLtLonc1 Sy4-

Ázm.

1.7. FIFTH TECHNIQUE: GENERALIZING AND SUMMARIZING

Chax'ts of the grades of the students of the fifth courses of the High

School "La Dolorosa" ohtained after the applicatíon of the generalizíng

and Sunnarizing technique specifying the arithuietic mean and the standard

deviation for making the test of the differences of means.

Experimental Group

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xdf

18	 1	 18	 2.73	 •7.43	 7.43

17	 6	 102	 1.73	 •2.98	 17.86

16	 16	 256	 0.73	 0,53	 8.12

15	 16	 2140	 0.27	 0.08	 1.21

114	 7	 98	 1.27	 1.62	 11.37

13	 5	 65	 227 1	 5.17	 1 25.87

	

51	 779	 72.16

NI = 51

N2	 15,27

SI = •119

Sn =	 0.17
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Control Group

x	 f	 xf	 d	 d2	 xdf

19	 1	 19	 4.38	 19.22	 19.22

17	 2	 34	 2.38	 •5.69	 11.37

16	 7	 112	 1.38	 1.92	 13.42

15	 24	 360	 0.38	 0.15	 •3.55

14	 22	 308	 0.62	 0.38	 8.33

13	 9	 117	 1.62	 2.61	 2349

L	 165	 950	 79.38

N2 = 65

M2 = 1462

S2 =	 1.11

Sm2	 0.14

SDN = 0.21

Immediately after obtaining tl-iese data, 1 am going to explain the fol-

lowing:

The dependent variable correspondirig to the two Variables (the two

charts of grades), .dll be identified by (Mi) for the data of the first

chart; and (M2) for the data of the second chart.

T'he data obtained in the experimental and control group for the

process of the verification of the hypothesis across the investigative

ork are:
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The aríthmetic means:

Ml = 15.27

M2	 114.62

The standarddevíations:

SI = 1.19

S2 = 1.11

The standard errors:

Smi = 0.17

Sm2 = 0.114

For deterinining the standard error of the d±Fferences of means, the

followíng formula will be used:

SDM = \j (Smi)2 + (Sm2)2

SDM =
	

(0.17)2 + (0.114)2

SDM = 0.21

To find the value of Z the foliowing formula is going to be ap-

plied:

Mi - M2

Z=

SDM

15..27 - 114.62

Z

0.21

Z= 3

Given the necessary specífications to carry out the tests of the

differences beten the two means, 1 i . ill continue with the process, so:
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The statisticalhypothesis or its verification is as follows:

Nufl Hypothesis (Ho):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Generalizing and Summarizing) . , and without them (Traditional)

in two groups does not differs significantly.

Alternative Hypothesis (Hi):

The students' reading comprehension with the use of the Reading Tech-

niques (Generalizing and Summarizing) , and without them (Traditional)

in two groups differs significantly.

Analysis:

3 is ahoye the level of significance beteen 1,969. The Nuil Hypothesis

is .rejected and the Alternative Hypothesis is acceptéd. That is: The.)te

í,6 a	 gvLc.ant díe'tei'ic.e. betwi .tke. Hew Tec.hri..Lqae appV..e.d ívi .the,

oj the. xead¿ng and 41n .the. T adíUonc. Sys.tein.

FINAL ANALYSIS:

After analyzing the results emited by the application of the method,

the sum of the differences between the means which explain in the five

alternative hypothesis, the comprehension of the reading in the stu-

dents who belong to tie experimental group, where the reading techniques

were applied(application of the experiment), made progress significant-

'y.

With this assertion the etabUhed hypothe.sL Ln the iLa..'tch
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wo'iJz has be.e.n p'wve.d po&Ltveiy which say: The de 1ÇLcLeivt abV.tj o

tke	 tdejt.tó to x&td and undettatd E'igWh L6 due .to tke. Lada o 1 ap-

p!ca.t4on o6 baLe.	 hn.Lqu	 .to .teacJ' 'ead.Lng. U s, to ay whert

.the teachex wan-t6 to .te.adt .'tetzdú'Lg comp' hen&Lon, he. 4hotd make a

vwzLty o £ e.xVuL4e.4, de.veiopíng the. 4tudfl-t6' skíM, p'Le.pa'tÁJ1g

the dLdac,Uc nei,oWiae4s jot e.adi cLas. ThLó ¿ a hcm.d wo'zk, bwt aU. ¿

po44LbLe whe.rz. .the. .te.ache.L in to iteaeii the deLgned obje.ct_ves.

LE
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 1

I. INFORMATIVE DATA

1,1. Teacher:

1 02.High School:

1,3. Trimester:

1.4. Course:

I.S. Major:

1.6. Subject:

1.7. Unit Title:

1 0 8. Theme:

1,9. School Year:

Luis A. Carri6n FI.

"La Dolorosa"

2th.

Fi fth

Mathemat í cs

English

Structures with verbal forms of the verb "To

and other verbs.

The Main Idea: First Reading

1990 -199 1

II. ORJECTIVES

2.1. For the teacher:

2.1.1. To demonstrate the irnportance of the Main Idea Technique as

a good strategy when teaching Reading Comprehensión.

2.1.2. To teach Structures wjth the verb "To Be" and other verbs

through a reading.

2.2. For the students: Given a reading, the student should he able to:

2.2.1. Identify the main idea within a passage correctly.

2.2.2. Differentiate the structures of the verb "To Be" and other

verbs.

2.2.3. Summarize the passage using his/her own words.

2.2.. Give the definition of the new words used in the passage.

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENT

3.1. The Main Idea

3,2. Structures of the verbs: "To Be" and other verbs.



IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

4,1. Initial Activities:

4.1.1. Initial Motivation: To carry newspapers,to show the students

the pagesand the tities, then to ask

thein to read what they want and to ask other students to

identify the parts of importance until they can cornprehend

the purpose.

4.1.2. Knowledge Exploration: Questions about the previous know-

le dge.

Grarnrnar structures with the verb to be and other verbs.

Exercises on the blackboard with sorne students, ones write

sentences with the verb to be, and others write sentences

wíth other verbs.

Exercises about vocabulary: The teacher shows an object,

and the give the meaning in English.

4.2. Development of the lesson: What is the Main Idea? To deliver the

students the sheets with the reading.

The saine is divided into three groups. Each part(paragraph) will

be ready by the teacher first, and then by the students, who will

do the foliowing actívítes: Underline the new words and look for

the defintions in the dictionary.

Underlíne the structures with the verb to be, and círcie the

structures written with other verbs.

To explain the students what is the main idea, to underline it in

each passage, and to surnrnarize what they read with their on words.

4.3. Reinforcernent of kriowledge: To ask the students to write in their

copy-books the differences between the

structurs of the verb to be and other verbs, and the concept of

the main idéa.

To make a surnrnary of the reading in their own words in their copy-

167
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books.

4 •4 • Evaluation: Foreva].uating the comprehension of w.hat is understood

by main idea the students will develop the activities

asked in the sheets, andthen answering the questiOns.

For evaluating the ccmprehension of the differences between the two

structures, the students will develop the exercises in their homes

with the underlined new words.

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

5.1. Nethods: Inductive-DeductiVe, arid Mixéd.

5.2. Techniques: Expositive, Interrogative, and Nixed.

5.3. Materíals: Chalks, sheets with ±he readíngs, dictionaries, etc.

VI. BIBLIOGRAPHY:

WRIGHT, Andrew and BARRET Bryce: Aprendamos Inglés, Tomos 1 y II,

Curso Intermedio, Edición Completa.

American Book Company. New York.
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 2

I. INFORNATIVE DATA:

• 1.1. Teacher:

1.2. High Sc)ol

1 0 3. Trimester:

lL. Course:

1.5. Major:

1.6. Subject:

1.7. iinit Titie:

1.8. Theuie:

19. School Year:

Luis A. Carri6n Mora

"La Dolorosa"

2 th.

Fifth

Matl-iémat ic s

Eriglí sh

Structures wjth verbal forrns of the verb "To

Be" and other verbs.

The Main Idea: Second Reading

1990 -199 1

II. OBJECTIVES

2.1. For the teacher:

2.1.1. To deinonstrate the importance of the Main Idea Techriique as

a good strategy when teaching Reading Comprehension.

2.1.2.. To teach Negative Sentences in Simple Present Tense through

a reading.

2.2. For the students: Given a reading the student should be able to:

2.1.1. Identify the main idea within a passage correctly.

2.1.2. Differentiate the affirinative sentences and the negative

sentences wíth the verb "To Be"and other verbs

2.1.3. Change affirmative sentenCes to' negative form.

2.1.4. 'Write the synoriyms of sorne words.

2 0 1.5. Suinmarize the passage usrig his/her own words.

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENT'

3.1.1. The Main Idea Technique for Reading Comprehension
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3.12. Negative Sentences in Simple Present Tense,

3.1.3. The Synonyms.

IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

4 9 1. Initíal Activíties:

4.1 0 1. Initial Motivation: To carry magazines, to show the students

the pages and the tities, then ask them

to read what they cwant, then to ask other students to identi-

fy the máin parts of the articles until they can understand

the purpose.

4 0 1.2 v Knowledge Exploration: Questions about previous knowledge.

Do you understand Nhat is the main

idea, a sulnmary, a synthesis? The teacher will iirite a lst

of verbs on the blackboai-'d.

Three students wil 'write affjrmative sentences with the

pronouns he, she, and it using these verbs. Other three

students will write affirmative sentences with other pronouns

and other verbs.

4.2. Development of the lesson: The Main Idéa_ Review Lessón To

deliver the students the sheets with the

reading. The same will be read by the teacher first, then by the

students.

To ask the students to underline the verbs he knows within the

reading.

To write affirmatjve sentences with the verbs to like, to travel,

to want, to use, as the foflowing:

- Paul uses a new pén..

- They travel to Quito every week (as Previous Pattern) S + y + C

The new pattern: Negative Forin: S + AX + NOT + MV + C.
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To explain the students the forins of the auxiliary do and doés.

To change the affírmative sentences written aboye to negative form.

- Paul does not use a new pén.

- They do not travel to Quito every weék.

To contrast negative sentences with the verb "To Be" and the other

vebs.	 /

To identify and underlirie the main idea within a passage.

To circle the ords: large, to see, south, cars. To ask thé stu-

dents the meaning, then to write next to them another vords that are

the same or similar, and finallyto explain the students what is the

synonym.

To ask the students to summarize the passage with their own words.

Reinforcement of knowledge: The students will write on their copy-

books the foliowing rulers:

-Use of do and does in negative sentencés.

-The inain verb in negative sentences is -written in simple form

( .without s or es).

-To write the concept of Maín Idea, synonym, etc.

-For homerk, the students will write negative sentences with the

verbs that are within the reading..

Evaluation: For evaluating the comprehension of what is understood

by main idea as a reading technique, the students will

develop the activitíes asked in the sheets for evaluatión.

As homework for evaluatíng the comprehension of the reading, the

students will summaríze the passage with his/her own words

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

5.1 • Methods :- Inductive-Deductive, and Mixéd

5.2. Techniques: Expostive and Interrogative.

5.3. Materials: Chalks, sheets with the readings, dictionaries, etc.
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1.1. Teacher:

1.2. }Iigh School:

1.3. Trímester:

1.4. Course:

1 6 5. Major:

1.6. Subject:

1 0 7. Unit Titie:

1.8. Theme:

1.9. Scbol Year:
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 3

Luis A. Carri6n Mora

"La Dólorosa"

2 th.

Fifth

Mathematics

English

Structures with verbal forms of the verb "To

Be" and other verbs.

The Mairi Idea: Thírd Reading

1990-1991

II. OBJECTIVE:

2,1. Fox' the Teacler.:

2.1.1. To demonstrate the importance of the Main Idea Technique as

a good strategy 'when teaching reading comprehension.

2.12. To teach Interrogative Sentences in Simple Fresent Tense

through the reading,

2.2. For the students: Given a reading, the student shuld be able to:

2.2.1. Identífy the Main Idea within a passage correctly.

2.2.2. Write interrogatíve sentences in Simple Present Tense.

2.2.3,,. Write interrogative sentences w±th the Present Tense of the

verb "To Be"

2.2.4. Change Affirmative sentences to Interrogative Form,,

2.2.5. Give the definition of the new words used in the passage,

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS OF THE CLASS:

3.1. The Nain Idéa.
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3.2. Interrogative sentences in simple present tense.

IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

4.1. Initial Activities:

4.1.1. Initial Motivation: To carry newspapers, magazines, and

other art icles of interest for the stu-

dents. To read sorne paragraphs, then ask the students to

underline the main. idea.

4.1.2. Knowledge exploration: Questions about the previous know-

ledge.

To write 14 affirmative sentences ffrst, then to change them

to negative form.

To write the grammatical structure to form negative sentencés.

S + Ax. + not + MV + C (Previous Pattern)

4.2. Development of the lesson: The Maín Idea (continued).

To deliver the students the sheets with

tte reading, the same will le read by the teacher first then by the

students.

To underline the new words and look for the definition in the diction-

ary.

To circie the verls, tlen write sentences w±th these verbs, as:

- Americans make theír own dress.

- People like the big stores

- The príce depends on the quality.

- The clothes are expensive.

To change these sentences to negative form rememberng tl-ie auxilia-

ríes do and does (previous pattern).

To change to interrogative form (New Pattern): Ax + S + MV + C + ?

- Do Americans make their own dresses?

- Are the clothes expensive?
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To contrast interrogative sentences with the verl "To Be" and the

other verbs.

To underline and write the new words, and look for them in the dic-

tionary as well.

To practice exercises employing the sentences with the verb "To Be"

and other verLs.

4.3. Reinforcement of knowledge: The student wil write the foliowing

rulers on their copy-Iooks:

- Use of the auxiliary do and odes in interrogative sentencés0

- The structure of the main verb in interrogative sentencés.

- For homework, the students will change to interrogative the fol-

lowing sentences: Alice reads the magazine; Alice is in the

magazine store, they practice tl-ie exercise, the clothes are

expensive, you use expensive clothes, etc.

44. Evaluation: For evaluating the fir'st objective, the students will

develop the activities asked in the sheets wíth the

reading

For evaluating the second, third and fourth objectives, the stu-

dents will write five sentences in interrogative form using the

words that are written in the readiñg.

For evaluating, the fifth objective, the student will write the

list of the new words as a new vocabulry.

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

5.1. Methods: Inductive-Deductive, and Mixed

5.2. Techniques: Expositive, Interrogative

5.3. Materials: Chalks, sheets with the readings, dictionaríes,etc

Iffl
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 1

I. INFORMATIVE DATA

1.1. Teacher:

1.2. High School:

1.3. Trimester:

1. Course:

1.5. Major:

1.6. Subject:

1.7. Unit Titie:

1.8. Theme:

1.9 School Year:

Luis A. Carrión Mora

"La Dolorosa"

2th.

Fifth

Filos6fico Sociales

Químico-Biológicas

Engli sh

Structures with verbal forms of the verb "To

Be" and other verbs

Reading Comprehension

1990-1991

II. OBJECTIVES

2.1., For the'teacher:

2.1.1. To teach grammatical structures through Reading Comprehensión.

2.1.2. Through a Reading, to teach affirmative sentences with the

verb "To Be" and other verbs..

2.2. Forthe students: Given a reading the student should 1e able to:

2.2.1. Answer correctly the que stions givén.

2.2.2. Underline the unknown words.

2.2.3. Look for the definition of words

Write affirmative sentences employing the verb "To Be" and

other verbs,.

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS

3.1. Rea dng Compre hen sion

3.2. Structures of the verb "To Be" and other verbs.
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IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

'Li. Iriitial Activities:

4.11. Intial Motivation: Conversatjon with the students about the

following topics: The System of work,

education, and the sports that we practíce.

-	 4L1.2.- Knowledge Exploration: Questions about prevíous knowlede

To write several sentences by the

teacher as the foliowing:

- Paul- is here now.

- Paul uork 'here nów.

- Alice is foreign student.

- It is interesting c1ass

- It rains today.

To classify the sentences written abo ye in two groups: sen-

tences with the verb "To Be" and sentences with other veris.

1.2. Developinent of the lesson: Reading Comprehension. To delíver the

students the sheets with the reading

The same will be read 1y the teacher first, then by the students.

To underli.ne the unknown words and look for the defintiori in the

dictionary.

To underline the sentences that belong to the graminatícal structures

of the verb To Be, and circie the sentences that belong to the

structures of other verbs.

Ta-ke out these sentences and practice exercíses changing the subject:

Example: Aniericans generaily wrk h±d.

An American i'orks hard in bis office.

Practice exercises of substitution: Change the noun by the pronoun:

They vvrk hard

He works hard

43• Reinforcement of knowledge: To write the graminatical rulers learned
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in the present class. The grammatical structures for the sentences

with tbe vert "To Be".

S + (ís-am-are) + c

S + (s.Jas-re) + C

Grammatical Structures with other verbs:

S + (v+ es or S with he, she , it). i- C

s+v+c.

44. Evaluation: After reading the passage carefully ansçer the questions

given. As homerk take out from the reading given five

sentences with the structures of the verb "To Be", and five sentences

with the structures of other verbs.

To write the new words in the copy-books.

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

5.1. Methods: Inducti reDeductive, and Mixed

5.2. Techniques: Exposítive, Interrogative,

5,3. Materials: Chalks, sheets with the readings, dictionaries, etc.

VI. BIBLIOGRÁPHY:

IRIGHT, Andrew and EARRET Bryce: Aprendamos Inglés, Tomos II y III,

Curso Intermedio, edición completa,

American Book Company, New York,

1967,
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 2

I. INFORMATIVE DATA:

1.1. Teacher:

1 02. High Shcool:

1 00 3.. TriTnester:

14. Course:

1.5. Major:

1.6. Subject:

1.7. Unit Títie:

1.8. Theme:

1.9, School Year:

Luis A. Carrión Mora

"La Dolorosa"

2th.

Fifth

Filosófico Sociales

Químico Biológicas

English

Structures dth verbal forms of the verb "To

and others verbs.

Reading Comprehension: Negative Sentences

in Simple Present Tense.

1990-1991

II. OBJECTIVES

2.1. For the teacher:

2.1.1. To teach Reading Comprehension through a passae.

2 0 1 0 2. Through the reading cornprehensiori to teach negative sen-

tences ±11 Simple Present Tense.

2.2. For the students: Given a reading the student should be able to:

2.2.1. Repeat the reading after the teachér.

2 9 2 0 2. Anser sorne questions after the reading.

2.2.3. Differentiate the affiruative and negative sentences.

2.2, 1 1. Change affirinative sentences to negative form.

2.2.5. Write the syrionyins of sorne words.

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS

3.1. Reading comprehension
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3.2. Negatíve sentences in simple present tense.

3.3. The synonyins.

IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

41. Initíal Activíties:

.1e1 Initial Motívation: Conversation alout the last events.

Que stions about what are the main

tities of the newspapers. To show the students these news,

H.	 and ask them to vwite in a small passage.

41.2. Knowledge Exploration: Questions about previous knowledge.

The teacher wil wríte a líst of

verbs on the black]xard.

One student will wríte the sentence:Paul sees interesting

placés. This activity is done on the left. Other student

will write John is in bis autoinobi1e The foliowing students

will do exercises of substitution of the subject in order to

use all the pronouns.

14.2. Development of the lesson: What is Reading Comprehension? After

dehivering a sheet with a passage, to

explaín the students the activities that ve are going to do:

To read the passage by the teacher first, and then by the students.

To ask the student underhine the new words, then to write them at

the end of the sheét.

To circie the verbs that are on the passage, then wríte them at the

end of it.

To write sentences with these verbs.

- Americans hike hamburgers.

- They sée interesting places.

- Their country is very large.

- A car is very important in that hife.
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To explain the students the two kinds of structures; with the verb

"To Be" and other verbs, as well as they are affirmative structurés.

To change to negative forins 'with the sentences 3 and 4 first.

To change to negative forius the sentences 1 and2.

To use Do and DOES 1- NOT with the séntences 1 and 2.

To contrast the negative sentences with the verb to be and other

verbs.

To circie the wDrds large, to see, .s3uth, ea¡-s. To ask the students

the meaning, then to write next to them their synonyms.

403. Reinforcement of knowledge: The students will copy in their copy-

books the foliowing rulers or struct-

ures:

For Negative Senterices in Simple Present Tense: S + AX + NOT +MV + C

For Negative Sentences wíth the Present Tense of Be: S + BE + NOT

1- C.

Aux. Does for he, she, and it; a d Aux. do for 1, ve, they, yóu.

Main Verb in simple form ineans without (s) or (es).

For homewrk, the students will change to negative the foliowing

sentences: Patricia is a good student, Patricia seinteresting

placés.

4.4. Evaluat ion: For evaluating, the comprehension of the reading, the

student will develop the activities asked in the

sheet.

For evaluating the comprehetision of the synonyms,the students in

their homes will vwite next to the foliowing words its synonyms:

car, boat, iuiportant, pleasure, roads, traffíc, parts, travel, big,

and places.

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

5.1. Methods: Inductive-deductive, and active.
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5,2. Techriiques: Expositive, InterrogatiVe,

5 0 3. Materials: Chalks, sheets with the readings, dictionaries, etc.

VI. BIBLIOGRAPHY

WRIGHT, Andrew and BARRET Bryce: Aprendamos Inglés, tomos II y III,

Curso Intermedio, Edící6n Completa,

American Book Company, New York,

.1967,
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DAILY CLASS PLAN 3

I. INFORMATIVE DATA:

1.1. Teacher:

1,2. High Sco1:

1.3. Trímester:

1.4. Course:

1.5. Major:

1.6,, Subject:

17.Unit Titie:

1.8. Theme:

1.9. School Year:

Luís A. Carri6n Mora

"La Dolorosa"

2th.

Fifth

Filo soófico-Sociale s

Químico -Biol6gica s

English

English Grammatical Structures wíth the verb

"To Be" and other verbs.

Reading Comprehension: Interrogative Sen-

tencé s.

1990-1991

II. OBJECTIVES

2.1. For the teacher:

2.1.1. To teach gramrnatical structures dth the verb To Be and

other verbs through Reading Comprehension.

2.1.2. To evaluate the comprehension of a passage.

2.2. For the students: Given a reading, the student should be able to:

2.2.1. Ansier the questions given in correct way.

2.2.2,. Dífferéntiate the affírinative sentences from the Interroga-

tive.

2.2.3. Change aff±rmative sentences to negative form.

2.2.4. Give tl-ie defiriition of the new words used in the passage.

III. SCIENTIFIC CONTENTS

3.1. Reading Comprehension
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3.2. Interrogative sentences in Simple Present Tense,

IV. DIDACTIC PROCESS

4Ç1. Initial Activíties:

Initial Motivation: Conversat jon with the students ahout the

last news appeared in the newspapers.

To make questíons about these topics.

4.1.2. Knowledge Exploration:

Que stions alout previous knowledge

To write on tbe blackboard affirmat jve sentences by the teacher

first.

To change to negative form by the students.

To write the grammatical structures: S + BE 1- NOT + C (with

To Be) S + AX + NAlN VERB + C (with other verbs) Previous

Pattern

4.1.3. Development of Lesson: Readng Comprehensión. Interrogative

Sentence s.

To iu:'ite the new words and look for the definítion on the dic-

tíonary.

To write the structure for Interrogatíve Sentences:

BE + S + C (for grammatical structures of the verb To Be)

AX + S + MV + C (for grammatícal structures of other

verbs)

To practice these structures with the foliowing sentences:

- The clothes are expensive.

Are the clothes expensive?

- The price depends on the quality.

Does the price depend on the quality?

- Amerjcans make their owri dresses.

Do Americans make theír own dresses?
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Te same will make with other sentences from the reading.

To explain the students the use of Does and Do.

To develop exercises .dth the two auxiliariés.

To explainthe students the use of the simple form of the verb

when we use the auxiliary Doés.

43. Reinforcement of knowledge: To wríte the grannTkatical rulers

learned in the present class as:

Structures for interrogatíve sentences 'with the verb To Be.

Be(am, is, are) 1- S + C ?

AX 1- S + MV + C + ? For structures of other vers in simple present

tense

Les is used for he, she and it; and do for 1, vc, you, they, etc.

With the auxiiary does, the main verb is used in simple forir.

4.4, Evaluation: After reading the passage carefully, ansr the ques-

tion given for evaluating the comprehension of the

readng.

For evaluating the objective 2 the students as homework will change

to quetion form the folloing sentences:

The Hg stores have restaurant.

The small store opens:litsdoor very soón.

The student playshis guitar.

V. DIDACTIC RESOURCES

S.I. Methods: Inductive-Deductive, and Mixéd.

5.2. Techniques: Expositive and Interrogative.

5.3. Materíais: Chalks, sheets with the readings, dictionaries, etc.

VI. BIBLIOGRAPHY

WRIGHT, Andrew and BARRET Bryce: Aprendamos Inglés, tomos II y III,

Curso Intermedio, Edici6n Completa,
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American Book Company, New York, 1967.



CONCLUSIONS

S U G G E STIONS

and



CONCLUS IONS

In the educational process, the teacher should realize a suitable plan, i.fnich

should be elaborated based on proposed objectives which give positive results.

After observing the results and the analysis obtaned in the work of the

research about the validity of the reading techniques to teach reading coupre-

hension, the foliowing conclusions were obtained:

1. A better comprehension of the reading is achieved when the teacher uses

the reading techniques.

2. The teaching of the reading comprehension through the use of the reading

techniques motívates the students' interest, an esséntial factor to

obtaín a better understariding.

3. The use of the reading techníques in the teaching of reading irkes clames

more practícal and active.

4. The understandíng of the reading with the traditional system díffers sig-

nícantly from the achíeved with the application of the reading techniqu.

5. A better understanding in the comprehension of the reading ±5 obtained

with the applicatíon of the reading techníques.

6. The student will be interested in the many types of work he míght be able

to do as soon as he learns to read and write seli.

7. Basic reading skills are taught through the use of rneaningful exercise

material.

190



SUCGEST IONS

hen the Englísh teachers are teaching reading comprehension, they should do

it by using Reading Techniques.

1. The teacher should make different kinds of exercises to apply in the teach-

ing of reading comprehensión.

2. The material should be simple enough so that the student can find a begin-

ning po±nt in learning how to read.

3. The material should be built around the students interest and problems.

4. Basic reading skills are taught through the use of meaningful exercises

material that the reading techniques have.
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